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WARNING 

 
Potentially lethal voltages exist within many pieces of audio equipment and 
phonographs. If you do not yet have the proper training in handling high-
voltage electronics, please use the information is this electronic book for 
information only. 
 
Whilst the author and the publisher of Needle-drop Handbook have made 
every effort to ensure that the information contained here is accurate and 
complete, this electronic book and any of the information contained within it 
should only be considered to be a general guide and not as the ultimate source 
of information. This electronic book is supplied without warranties of any kind, 
express or implied, and the author and the publisher of this electronic book 
assume no responsibility for any damage whatsoever to persons or property 
that may result from readers undertaking work on audio equipment, or 
phonographs. 
 
If you do not wish to be bound by the foregoing cautions and conditions, you 
should erase this book from your e-reader or computer. 
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Preface 

 
 never set out to write this book. Instead it grew as a collection of web 
pages which were gradually written to inform and support sales of a 
software program called Stereo Lab and the associated Groove Sleuth 

preamplifiers which I developed with my friends Alastair MacMaster of Pspatial 
Audio and Ian Titmuss of Phӕdrus Audio.  
 
After a few years of gradual accretion, these pages became detailed enough, 
and covered enough ground that I realised they could (and should!) be "tidied-
up". Whilst I did this, it made sense to set them in-order and make a book. I 
was encouraged in this idea in that the research behind the pages had been 
very diverse and I was not aware of any other book which covered similar 
territory in one volume. The result is the Needle-drop Handbook. 
 
Given that you are reading this book, I think that I am safe to assume that we 
share a passion for phonograph (gramophone) records. I hesitate to get into 
the argument about sound quality and the rather nebulous claim that records 
have something that digital audio fails to capture. Although many people 
believe this, there is no theoretical or experimental evidence to prove it. The 
performance of correctly engineered digital audio exceeds the performance of 
analogue records in every measurable parameter: linearity, noise-level, and 
frequency-response.  
 
To the hard-line vinylista, it may seem sacrilege to digitise the audio from a 
record in a, so called, needle-drop recording. But there is no evidence that 
anything is lost, and there is so much to gain. Digitisation is a necessary stage 
in applying the most powerful technology of our age - modern computing - to 
recovering the best possible signal quality from a record. We don't cavil when 
modern signal processing is used to reveal the hidden secrets of colliding 
black-holes, or reconstruct lost worlds, or reveal the radiance of a painting. It's 
churlish to gainsay the benefits of this technology to phonograph records. 
 
For what it's worth, my own belief is that records have several limitations which 
force a different relationship between the music and the listener and - in that - 
lies their particular magic. A CD plays for over an hour, and it's trivial to 
program a streaming playlist of several hours. Even the longest side of a 
record, on the other hand, lasts perhaps seventeen minutes.  
 
A record demands much less of us and our concentration than digital media: 
the result being that we repay it more fully. Most of us can cut ourselves 
seventeen minutes out of a busy day to listen with attention and concentration 
to the craftsmanship of a well recorded disc. On the other hand, we press play 
on a five-hour playlist in the knowledge that we immediately intend doing 
something else. Is it any wonder that we hear more from the record? 
 
 
                                              ***** 

I 
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In writing a book, one is forced to be careful and consistent with terms and 
vocabulary and this task was particularly uncomfortable given its subject. The 
American word phonograph means "a device for reproducing sound that has 
been mechanically transcribed in a spiral groove on a circular disk or cylinder" 
(Webster’s New World College Dictionary, 4th Edition 2010). It is thus a term 
which may be applied equally to Edison's first clockwork machines to the 
turntables of a modern DJ.  
 
The British English equivalent to the word phonograph is gramophone. But this 
term has mutated so that it is now usually applied to the nearly obsolete type 
that uses a clockwork motor and acoustic horn. And that means there is no real 
term in British English which may be brought to bear to define the technology 
in general - a great loss. Record player comes somewhere close, but even that 
term has certain connotations.  
 
Initially, I thought to adopt universally the American English term phonograph 
throughout this book, but there’s a problem with that choice too. The word is 
confusing to the British English reader for whom a phonograph refers to, "an 
early form of gramophone capable of recording and reproducing sound on wax 
cylinders" (Collins English Dictionary). I therefore decided to use the words 
gramophone and phonograph interchangeably with both terms used (one in 
brackets) often enough to indicate this is what I have done. Elsewhere, given 
my background as a speaker of British English, I have used British terms and 
spellings. 
 
In a similar vein, covering a technical subject with a history which spans over a 
century and over all the continents of the world ushers the possibility of a mix 
of measurement systems and this book is a fine example! I can therefore only 
apologise for the mixture of imperial, c.g.s., and SI units in the following. I have 
always endeavoured to put the SI value in brackets where an imperial or c.g.s. 
unit is used, but I have shamelessly referred to the older unit’s systems where 
the original literature has employed these units. I discovered, to not do so, 
creates a stilted and confusing exposition. The only exception to this is that I 
have avoided (and even substituted) the American term mil for one-thousandth 
of an inch and have used instead the British term thou. For a European 
engineer brought up in the SI system, the concept of the milli-inch is genuinely 
confusing as it coincides with the colloquial (British English) term for a 
millimetre. 
 
Finally, much of the editing of this book took place during the various 
“lockdowns” due to the COVID-19 pandemic, during which we were all 
preoccupied with data concerning infections rates, hospital admissions and so 
on.  
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During the daily briefings on television, I noticed that the scientists fastidiously 
applied the plural verb to the word data which is - in Latin at least - a plural 
noun. This seemed old-fashioned and to go against a more modern style of 
treating data as a singular.1  
Unsure which policy to adopt, I looked to the UK’s Office of National Statistics 
style guide. They, whose sole raison d'être it is to accumulate and interpret 
data, would surely have a clear line. They do and it is uncompromising, 
 

The word data is a plural noun so write "data are". Datum is the singular. 
 
I have followed this advice in the Needle-drop Handbook. 
 
Richard Brice 
France 2020 
 
 

Preface to second edition 
 
The second edition of The Needle-drop Handbook corrects various errors in 
the first edition and adds three Afterword sections: one on noise and noise 
concepts; and the second on the issues surrounding designing high-quality 
phonograph amplifiers using valves (vacuum tubes); and a third looking more 
carefully at the rumble performance of turntables.  
 
Richard Brice 
France 2021 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1 Even the OED says of this little word, in Latin, data is the plural of datum and, historically and 
in specialized scientific fields, it is also treated as a plural in English, taking a plural verb, as in 
the data were collected and classified. In modern non-scientific use, however, despite the 
complaints of traditionalists, it is often not treated as a plural. 
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Chapter 1 
The long and winding road 

 
 

 
 

 gramophone record (called a phonograph record in the USA) is an analogue, 
mechanical sound-storage medium in which a flat disc of material is 
impressed with two sound-bearing spiral grooves, one on each side of the 

disc; running from the outside edge of the disc towards the centre. As the original, 
completely smooth, lacquer disc turns, sound signals are engraved as modulations 
(“wiggles”) in a spiral groove. On replay, a needle (or stylus) traces these 
modulations in a manufactured copy of the lacquer disc.  
 
  

In early acoustic phonographs (the reproduction device), 
these modulations were converted directly to sound by 
coupling the stylus to a diaphragm at the throat of a horn 
which amplified the signal acoustically (left).  
 
However, starting in the mid-nineteen-twenties, both the 
recording and reproduction of phonograph records 
became electronic; although originally, they were called 
electric recordings.  
 
In the electronic phonograph system, analogue signals 
from microphones, or from tape, are amplified and drive 
a disc-cutter which cuts the original lacquer disc on a 

specially adapted lathe.  
 
When the record is replayed, the stylus traces the grooves and is arranged to move 
a small magnet near a coil, the whole assembly being termed a pickup cartridge or a 
phono cartridge (illustrated below).  
 
 
 

A 
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A very small voltage is thereby 
generated which is subsequently 
amplified and used to drive a 
loudspeaker.  
 
Phonograph (gramophone) records 
are usually catalogued according to 
their roughly standard diameters of 
“12 inch” (301.6mm), “10 inch” 
(250.8mm), and “7 inch” (174.6mm).  
 
Early records were made of a mix of 

powdered slate and shellac. These discs were recorded and replayed at various 
rotation “speeds” (described as revolutions per minute or RPM). Gradually a speed 
of 78 RPM crystallised and these records are now called “78s”, although no one 
knew them as such until 331/3 RPM records were introduced half a century later: they 
were just called “records”.  
 
Due to the high rotation speed, these early discs only played for a few minutes and 
were plagued by high surface-noise as the stylus traced the granular nature of the 
medium.  
 
A huge step in quality was made in 1948 with the introduction of the long-playing 
(LP) record by Columbia Records. Turning at 331/3 RPM and manufactured from a 
smooth, plastic material (PVC, blackened with carbon), these discs transformed the 
sound-quality available from the medium, increasing playing-time to nearly 20 
minutes a side, and drastically cutting surface-noise.  
 
Although, unquestionably, the most important technical advance in the history of 
recorded sound, the LP record left a cultural hole where the “78” had once been. So 
significant had the earlier medium been on cultural taste and consumption that it is a 
reasonable conjecture that the history of popular music, and the development of the 
popular song was due to the limited recording time and limited dynamic-range of the 
“78” disc.  
 
Whilst the LP record reïnvigorated classical music sales and albums or collections of 
songs from popular artists, there remained the need to reïnvent a medium for the 
three-minute song. The industry’s response was to embrace the seven-inch, 45 RPM 
"single", manufactured either with vinyl, or sometimes polystyrene and introduced by 
RCA Victor in 1949.    
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A typical (301.6mm 
or “12-inch”) LP 
record is illustrated.  
 
The spiral groove 
runs from the outside 
of the record to the 
inside, but the 
diameter of the spiral 
does not decrease 
linearly across the 
diameter.  
 
At the outer edge of 
the disc a small 
portion of the 
diameter (about 
6mm) is devoted to a section called the lead-in, where the groove is widely spaced 
and silent. And between the separate songs or sections (tracks) on the recorded 
section of the spiral-groove, a short gap of around 1 mm is arranged where, once 
again, the groove is widely spaced. Both the lead-in and the inter-track spaces are 
clearly visible, the idea being that the stylus may be lowered onto the lead-in or the 
inter-track to avoid damaging the recorded section of the groove when playing the 
entire disc or selecting a particular track.  
 
Towards the centre of the record, at the end of the groove, another wide-pitched 
section of spiral is arranged known as the lead-out. At the very end of this section, 
the last part of the spiral meets an earlier part to form a circle called the lock-groove. 
When the stylus reaches the lock-groove, it will circle repeatedly until it is lifted from 
the record.  
 
Because this lead-out area of the record is mostly un-cut, it is sometimes called the 
dead-wax and it is here that various manufacturing codes are placed from which we 
can tell a lot about a record’s provenance. 
 

The legacy of the phonograph record 
 
In the first chapter of the ARSC Guide to Audio Preservation,1  authors Peoples and 
Maguire explain how archivists from the 1950s to the 1980s made recordings of 
valuable records to magnetic tape for archiving, only to discover that, by the early 
nineties, the tapes were unplayable because the binder that held the magnetic 
particles had broken down.  
 
So, they sought out the original phonograph records and re-recorded them to Digital 
Audio Tape (DAT) or recordable CDs, only to discover after several years that these 
too were unreliable media for archival purposes.  

 
1 ARSC Guide to Audio Preservation, Brylawski, S. et al. Published by National Recording 

Preservation Board of the Library of Congress of the USA. (http://arsc-audio.org) 
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Consequently, they got the records out of storage again (you’re surely starting to see 
the pattern here!) and started to commit them to digital file-based recordings known 
these days as needle-drop recordings or needle-drops. 
 
Despite being invented as little more than a Victorian toy, the humble phonograph 
(gramophone) record has seen-off its rivals. Reel-to-reel tape, cassettes, CDs, 8-
track cartridges, DAT and DCC have come and gone leaving the phonograph 
records as the primary legacy medium of commercial music and speech for most of 
the 20th century. In a series of gradual improvements, principally the introduction of 
the vinyl (PVC) long-player and the subsequent introduction of lightweight pickups, 
reproduction from phonograph records achieved a very high standard. In fact, so 
good was the reproduction that aficionados of “vinyl” - on sound-quality grounds 
alone - exist even to today and the production of LPs is increasing yearly.2  
 
And yet, we must not be too nostalgic about the phonograph. Records may have 
outlasted other media, but they are not everlasting. No physical store of phonograph 
(gramophone) records can ever be 100% secure and the medium itself is prey to 
problems in storage, handling and playback.  
 
Above all, we must not caricature the death of the phonograph (gramophone) record 
as death struggle of analogue perfection sacrificed before the oncoming digital 
juggernaut. In fact, needle-drop recordings allow us to apply modern digital signal 
processing which can uncover secrets hidden for decades in the volute grooves of 
our record collections. 
 

Stereo Lab 
 

This book is particularly concerned with the reformatting of the signals from analogue 
records as digital files (needle-drops). The reasons for so doing are twofold.  
 
Firstly, for preservation and archiving. Digital files of needle-drop recordings 
represent a sea-change in the thinking of archivists. The new strategy is not based, 
as before, on the idea of an everlasting data carrier, but on the idea of an everlasting 
data record. In a needle-drop, the essence (the core content, divorced from its 
physical carrier) is stored in variously secure ways as digital data.  
 
Secondly, digital needle-drops may be treated with modern digital signal processing 
(DSP) to reveal a clarity impossible from mechanical replay alone. These techniques 
are a recurring theme in the chapters which follow. 
 
In demonstrating these modern DSP techniques, we have described Stereo Lab - a 
high-resolution audio App which was developed at Pspatial Audio. A significant part 
of the Needle-drop Handbook explains how the various features of the software and 
associated hardware may be used to capture and enhance needle-drop recordings 
for archive and service listening copies. 
 

 
2 In 2019, vinyl records outsold CDs for the first time in four decades, accounting for 26 percent of 
physical music media sales in the USA. Vinyl and CDs generated nearly $1 billion of annual income in 
the United States, about a tenth of the country's overall music business 
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Of course, this is parochial: Stereo Lab is not the only software to offer the ability to 
process recordings of phonograph (gramophone) records. We make no apology for 
this. Stereo Lab is the App we developed at Pspatial Audio and we are therefore 
best able to describe. We are sure readers will be able to apply what they read to 
other digital signal processing programs. 
 

Road map 
 
Modern digital processing may be extraordinary but that does not mean the quality of 
the turntable, tonearm, cartridge and electronics can be compromised. Where "the 
rock meets the record", analogue discs are ultimately a precision mechanical 
medium and demand precision mechanisms to replay them. The early chapters of 
the Needle-drop Handbook are therefore devoted to the mechanical issues of 
playing records.  
 
Perfect reproduction would require both the recording lathe and the phonograph 
player (record decks) to turn at precisely the same speed and with no short-term 
variations – any disparities causing an effect known by the onomatopœic term; wow. 
In practice, a very high performance is achieved in this regard from modern, high-
quality decks by using high-quality electric motors, often controlled with crystal 
oscillators.  
 
Mechanical vibration from the driving motor (both in the lathe and the reproducer) 
must be mechanically isolated, and the turntable bearing which must possess a very 
high degree of surface-finish if vibration isn’t to be transduced by the pickup, an 
effect termed rumble. Modern lathes and high-quality record reproducers all offer a 
very high performance in all these areas; although the same cannot be said for many 
players during the heyday of phonograph records. These mechanical issues are 
discussed in chapter two. 
 
 

In the recording process, the cutter 
chisel is moved on a parallel bar 
across the disc radius (left). 
Ideally, a reproducer would track 
along a radius to maintain the 
stylus a right-angles to the groove.  
 
This may only be achieved by a 
parallel guide support and we 
describe tonearms which perform 
like this. More often, the stylus and 
pickup are mounted at the end of a 
tonearm which pivots around a 
point. The pickup thereby traces 
an arc - rather than a radius - 
across the record surface.  

The (partial) solution to this issue is discussed in detail in chapter three. 
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Chapter four covers the electrodynamic phono cartridge which transduces the 
wiggles of the groove into the wiggles of electric current and discusses the criteria 
we should apply in choosing these devices. 
 
The choice of a constant rotational speed for phonograph records, whether 78, 45 or 
331/3 RPM, ensures simple and convenient mechanics, but it follows that as the disc 
is cut and replayed, the speed of the medium past the stylus falls throughout the 
duration of the recording (because the diameter of the spiral at centre of the disc is 
about 1/3 of the spiral at the outside grooves). Due to this, the sound-quality of a 
phonograph record decreases continuously as it plays, and distortion is often 
apparent on programme towards the centre of the disc. The physics of the stylus and 
its interaction with the recorded groove is discussed in chapter five. 
 
The manufacture of phonograph records commences a process known as cutting the 
acetate in which a modified lathe (above) is used to cut a groove into an aluminium 
disc coated with nitro-cellulose lacquer by a worm-driven cutter-head and cutter-
chisel modulated by a moving-coil assembly. The forces required to accelerate the 
cutter-chisel are substantial, and the amplifiers for cutting records were the height of 
audio engineering during the heyday of phonograph records. This procedure and the 
equipment to cut the master acetate are covered in chapter six of the Needle-drop 
Handbook as well are the subsequent electroforming and compression-moulding 
processes required to make commercial records. 
 
The plastic material from which LPs and singles are fabricated is an excellent 
recipient of negative electric charge and this attracts dust particles into the recorded 
groove. These create “clicks and pops" as the replay stylus encounters them and is 
forced to move around or over them. Careful cleaning of records is essential to the 
best possible quality. Great care must also be taken of phonograph records, since 
the recorded medium is relatively soft and may be scratched and damaged by 
mishandling. The care of records – when playing them and storing them - is covered 
in chapter seven along with information of the care and maintenance of the replay 
stylus. 
  
The signal sent to the cutter-chisel when cutting a record is equalised, whereby the 
bass is cut, and the treble boosted. If this isn’t done, the big “wiggles” of the musical 
bass frequencies tend to break through to an earlier rotation of the spiral groove in 
cutting. Additionally, by boosting the treble, a better overall noise-performance is 
secured. Replay processing is therefore required to present a complimentary 
equalisation characteristic. The equalisation of modern records is described in 
chapter eight and the equalisation of pre-stereo records has a chapter all to itself in 
chapter ten.  
 
The invention of the cylinder-based phonograph (and of recorded-sound itself) is 
attributed to Edison in 1877. He appears to have attached little importance to the 
invention at first. However, his competitive instincts led him to return to it ten years 
later when Emile Berliner obtained patents for several improvements to sound-
recording using a flat disc as the medium (below).  
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Berliner's invention using a flat disc as the medium for sound recordings 

 
Edison’s phonograph recorded the modulations as variable depressions in the 
cylindrical medium, a method called vertical-modulation or hill-and-dale modulation. 
Chapter fourteen is devoted to cylinder 
records; how to play them and look after 
them. 
 
Berliner chose lateral modulation in 
preference to Edison’s vertical 
arrangement in which the cutter - and 
subsequently the stylus - “wiggle” from 
side to side in sympathy with the sound. A 
microscope picture of the groove of a 78 
RPM record which illustrates the principle 
admirably is given (right). 
 
  
In the late nineteen-twenties, the young British engineer, Alan Blumlein, considered 
these two modulation systems (vertical and lateral) as a method of storing the two 
signals from his experimental, two-channel stereo system. For example: right as 
lateral and left as vertical. However, such a simple system suffers several practical 
drawbacks.  
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Blumlein’s solution was to modulate each wall of a V-shaped groove: the left-hand 
wall of the groove containing the signal for left, and the other wall, an inverted 
version of right (or minus-right.)  
 
By this means the sum of the lateral movements of the stylus would be equal to left 
minus minus-right, which is equivalent to left plus right. And the sum of the vertical 
movements would be left plus minus-right, or left minus right. This would give 
compatibility with mono machines and would reserve the generally larger sum signal 
(L+R) to lateral modulations.  
 
The diagram above illustrates the principle. Such was the completeness of 
Blumlein’s stereo system that it was adopted in its entirety for the first stereo records 
in 1958, thirty years after its invention and it has been in use ever since. The 
scanning electron microscope picture below illustrates a stylus tracking a stereo 
groove. The two walls of the groove in which the two modulations are engraved are 
clearly visible. 
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Later even more complicated stylus movements (clockwise and anti-clockwise spiral 
movements, or very tiny, fast movements) were used to encode the rear information 
in quadraphonic records. These techniques - and how to decode these recordings 
today - are explained in chapter twelve. 
 
In the last chapter (fifteen), we look at contemporary work on extracting information 
from records using optical techniques, work especially valuable when records have 
become so damaged, they will no longer play with a mechanical stylus. 
 
Before we get there, we will also stop-off to look at more unusual forms of records 
which may interest the collector: soundtrack discs for early “talking-pictures”; radio 
transcription discs; and novelty records (see chapter eleven). We also devote a 
chapter (thirteen) to looking at popular upgrades and tweaks to turntables and 
ancillary equipment to see if they work or not. 
 
For the second edition of the Needle-drop Handbook, three Afterwords have been 
added: two devoted to noise – both electrical and mechanical; and a third devoted to 
deeper study of vacuum tubes (valves) when employed as phono preamplifiers. 
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Chapter 2 
The turntable 

 
 
 
 

he illustration below summarises the three methods used to couple the turntable 
platter to the driving electric motor. The picture is also a historical narrative in 
that the three types of propulsion each had their place in the development of 

record players. 

 

Idler drive or rim drive 
 
The earliest electric machines almost all employed a drive in which the motor spindle is 
coupled to the turning platter via a freely turning idler wheel fitted with a resilient rubber 
tyre. This type of drive permits significant power to be delivered to the platter, an 
important consideration in the days of heavy pickups and rough 78 RPM records. But, 
the tight coupling of motor to turntable allows a significant transfer of motor vibration to 
the record and pickup, an effect known as rumble. Idler drive machines, nevertheless, 
maintained a place in record-player design almost through to the end of the heyday of 
records in applications in which the platter was required to spin up to speed very 
quickly, the most common being in broadcast radio.1 

 
Belt drive 

 
Once microgroove records and lightweight 
pickups became standard, the turntable drive 
was only required to overcome the relatively 
small friction forces of the platter bearing and 
lightweight stylus pressure. Thus, belt-drive 
turntables became fashionable; indeed, being 
considered the sine qua non of high-quality 
record decks for many years. 
 

 
1 Radio DJs cued records by placing the tonearm on the record and manually spinning the record back 
to find the exact point at which they wanted the disc to play from (back-cueing). The tonearm was left in 
this position until the track was required and the motor started via an electric switch. 
 

T 
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One of the earliest machines employing this technique was the model 150 from the 
Swiss manufacturer Thorens, which employed a suspended sub-chassis on which 
were supported the platter (with its high finish bearing) and the tonearm. This sub-
chassis was isolated, via a compliant coupling, from the main chassis of the record 
player which supported the motor and controls. This arrangement, which originated 
with Villchur2 was widely copied by other manufacturers. 
 
The highly compliant rubber-belt (used to transfer energy from the motor to the 
turntable platter) thus represents the only coupling between the two isolated parts of 
the record-player. The arrangement permitted a degree of isolation of inevitable noise 
and vibration of the motor itself from the turntable platter so that decks of this type set 
a new standard – at the time - for a lack of low-frequency noise interference (rumble). 
 

Direct drive 

The last type of drive is called direct-drive in which there is no indirect coupling 
between the motor and the platter. Instead, the platter is part of, or is fixed to, the 
motor spindle itself.  
 
The physical vibration thrown-off by the motor and any driven gear-reduction 
components is related to their rotational speed. Although rubber mounting and drive 
components (idler wheel or belt) are made of energy-absorbing rubber, some of the 
kinetic energy is transferred to the turntable platter and thence to the pickup. Kinetic 
energy = ½mv2 and this equation serves to illustrate how the (angular) velocity of the 
rotating components contribute disproportionately to the vibrational energy which is the 
source of rumble.3  
 
This is solved in the direct-drive turntable by a motor which spins at the speed of the 
record itself (for example 331/3 RPM) by means of an electronically controlled motor. 
These direct-drive machines represent the last types in the history of record players 
and had to await the invention of brushless DC motors in which platter speed was not 
a function of the alternating current mains electricity. Appendix 1 of Afterword 3 
describes the Panasonic DC turntable motor. 
 

 
2 A New Turntable-Arm Design. Villchur, E. Audio Sept & Oct 1962. 
 
3 The equation as written isn’t directly applicable to rotating components, but it’s close enough to make 
the point that vibrational energy and speed are not simply proportionately related, see Afterword 3. 
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Types of motor 
 

DC motors - part 1 
 

A DC motor has a stationary set of magnets in the 
stator and a rotating armature with one or more 
windings of insulated wire wrapped around a soft iron 
core. In the simplest of motors, two magnets 
surround a single coil as shown left (the arrow 
marked B represents the magnetic field). 
 
Any current-carrying conductor placed within an 
external magnetic field experiences a force, known 
as Lorentz force.  
 
In the simple motor illustrated, this Lorentz force 

creates a moment about the axis of the motor armature. This produces a torque which 
turns the armature half a turn.  
 
Now, a motor which only turns half a turn isn't much good. But, if the direction of the 
electric current is reversed, the motor will make another half turn. So, what is required 
is an arrangement by which the current may be reversed every half turn so that the 
armature will continue to spin.  
 
If the armature includes two contact areas split via small gap (called a commutator) 
and the current is supplied to the coils via soft brushes which contact the commutator, 
the position of the commutator relative to the fixed armature and brushes will 
determine in which direction the current flows in the coil and a practical motor is 
created. 
 
Real DC motors are rarely this simple, but the 
principle always is. In practical motors, more 
magnets (poles) are arranged and often 
multiple coils in the armature too and this 
requires the commutator to consist of many 
contact areas (like the one shown right). 
Brushes are often made of graphite and are 
held against the commutator by springs. 
 
DC motors have the great virtue that their 
rotational speed is proportional to the voltage 
drive. This is why DC motors of this type are used for everything from passenger trains 
to toys. To see why, we need to take a step back. 
 
An early discovery concerning electricity and magnetism is that, just as a current 
carrying conductor in a magnetic field experiences a force which may make it move, a 
moving electrical conductor in a magnetic field creates an electrical current. So it is 
with electrical motors. If the source of the electrical power is removed and, instead, the 
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Chapter 3 
The tonearm 

 
 

he tonearm provides the mounting for the phono cartridge which is described 
next chapter. The tonearm is a freely pivoted arm which swings across the disc 
radius during play. Arranged to swing comfortably beyond the full radius of the 

record, the tonearm may be parked safely whist discs are loaded and un-loaded. 
 
Tonearms are designed to possess 
a degree of vertical rotational 
freedom too, to allow the cartridge to 
be lowered onto the record for 
playing and lifted when finished, and 
to cope with record warps. The two 
points of rotation (lateral and 
vertical) must be coincident and a 
two-axis gimbal is a very common 
arrangement.  
 

The quality of the gimbal bearings is very important: they must offer minimum 
bearing friction, and they should have no play. A common (and excellent) bearing 
arrangement is an adjustable tapered pivot sitting with its apex in a miniature ball-
race (as illustrated above). 
 
The weight of the phono cartridge is always more than the desired tracking weight, 
so the tonearm incorporates a counterweight behind the pivot point, partially to 
balance the cartridge weight and reduce the tracking force to somewhere in the 
region of 2g (this being considered the limit beyond which record damage occurs). 
Often the counterweight is arranged and calibrated so that the balance may be set to 
give the correct tracking weight. 
 

Tonearm tracking 
 
In the recording process, the cutter 
chisel is moved on a parallel bar across 
the disc radius. Ideally, a reproducer 
would track along a radius to maintain 
the stylus at right-angles to the groove. 
In a normal record deck, the stylus and 
pickup are mounted at the end of a long 
tonearm which pivots around a point. 
The pickup thereby traces an arc - 
rather than a radius - across the record 
surface. 
 

T 
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This drawback is still discussed ad nauseam by vinylistas. Yet a complete 
mathematical analysis and - almost totally - acceptable cure have been known for 
nearly a century.  
 

 
 
All modern tonearms are arranged to overhang the centre of the record and have a 
"crank" so that the cartridge sits at an angle relative to the tonearm. By these two 
simple geometrical means, the tracking error (the angle of the cartridge relative to 
the tangent of the groove) is reduced to a few degrees at any point on the record as 
illustrated above and described in detail below.  

 
The tonearm offset angle was, at one time, universally achieved via a bend in the 
arm tube, but this places the arm centre of gravity outside of the axis of the arm. To 
alleviate this, manufacturers employed a second bend and created the S-shaped 
arm. Some modern tonearms tend to incorporate the offset angle via a crank in the 
cartridge platform. The simplest straight tonearm is a cylindrical tube. But tubes have 
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a marked resonance (think tubular bells). To counteract this, the straight arm may be 
flared as illustrated above. 

 
The bent arm design (single crank or S-bend) is 
still widely used as the straight section directly 
behind the cartridge mounting permits a screw-
locked connector to be incorporated so that a 
cartridge mounting section (the headshell) may 
be removed. This connector is a real boon to the 
record collector and archivist because it means 
different cartridges with (for example) different 
styli may be fitted to different headshells and be 
swapped quickly and safely. Headshells are 
considered in detail later in this chapter. 
 

 
How to calculate tonearm geometry 
 
Distortion due to tracking error can be minimized by bending the pickup arm or 
cranking the cartridge relative to the axis of the arm and overhanging the needle as 
the illustrations above reveal. But how much to bend? And how much to overhang? 
In this section, equations are developed for determining optimum bend and 
overhang. 
 
The following is mostly based on Ben Bauer's 1945 article1. Whilst lacking the 
formalism of Baerwald2 or the long ignored Löfgren paper3, Bauer's derivation is 
simpler and practical. Details of how to refine Bauer's results is given in Appendix 1. 
 
Let a tonearm having an effective length L (distance from the centre of the pivot to 
the stylus tip) be mounted on a plinth with its pivot d away from the centre of the 
record, as shown in the illustration on the following page: where θ is the angle 
included between the lines L and r, and φ is the tracking angle between L and a line 
tangent to the groove at the needle point. The dimension D is the swing of the stylus 
point beyond the centre of the turntable. This is sometimes called overhang. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1 Tracking Angle in Phonograph Pickups. Bauer, B.B. Electronics March 1945 
 
2 Analytical Treatment of Tracking Error and Notes on Optimal Pickup Design. Baerwald, H. G., 
Journal of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, XXXVII. Dec., 1941. 
 
3. Über die nichtlineare Verzerrung bei der Wiedergabe von Schallplatten infolge 
Winkelabweichungen des Abtastorgans. (in German) Löfgren, E. Akustische Zeitschrift, Vol.3, 
November 1938. (Löfgren offered a complete solution many several years before the Baerwald paper. 
His analysis has never been surpassed.) 
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Solving for φ like this, 
 

 
 
where φ is in radians. We multiply this by 57.3 to obtain φdeg to get the tracking angle 
between L and a line tangent to the groove in degrees. 
 
Tracking Angle 

 
Section (b) of the illustration on the previous page shows graphically the values of 
φdeg as a function of the radius for a 7½-inch arm and for various values of arm 
overhang D. (This illustration is taken directly from Bauer's article, hence the Imperial 
units and the slightly shorter arm than is typical today.) 
 
These curves are very revealing; however, it is easy to be confused by this graphic 
because in the drawing above (a) the tonearm is shown bent. In fact, these curves 
relate to a straight tonearm with various degrees of overhang. 
 
The custom in the early days of the phonograph was to use straight tonearms 
pivoted in such a manner that the needle point passed through the centre of the 
record. The tracking angle corresponding to this condition is represented by curve  
A-A for D = 0. 
 
Reading off the graph, we can see that the tracking angle between L and a line 
tangent to the groove in degrees at the 5¾-inch radius is 22°. This gradually 
decreases to 7.6° at the inner radius of 2 inches, a change of over 14°. 
 
This led to a study of curves similar to those of (b) which indicated that the remedy 
might lie in swinging the arm beyond the centre of the record. By so doing, as curves 
B-B, C-C and E-E indicate, the progressive linear change in tracking angle of the 
non-overhung arm is transformed to a dished-curve in which the tracking angle 
decreases and increases over the working radii of the disc.  
 
True, the average error is increased each time. For example, curve E-E has an 
average angle of 30°. But this can be accommodated by cranking (bending) the 
tonearm so that the tracking error (defined formally below) is reduced to a few 
degrees either way. 
 
As an example, if the stylus point overhang D is 13/16 inch as for the dotted curve 
adjacent to E-E, the tracking angle varies from 32° at a 6-inch radius, through 27° at 
3.3 inches, and back to 32° at the 2-inch radius. Now, if the pickup head is bent at a 
29½° angle, the departure of the stylus from tangency is reduced to only ± 2.5°. 
 
The difference between the tracking angle, φdeg and the offset angle ß, has been 
termed tracking error and is designated the symbol α. Tracking error indicates how 
short of perfection the arrangement is. 
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Chapter 4  
The phono-cartridge 

 

orking in the early part of the 
nineteenth century, Ørsted noticed 
that, when an electric current flowed 

in a wire, it created a magnetic field which 
could be detected by a small magnetic 
compass. Later, it was discovered that, if the 
wire was wound into a coil, it greatly 
increased the magnetic effect.  

Michael Faraday (right) reasoned that if electricity could cause magnetism, then it 
ought to be possible to transform magnetism into electricity. So, he wound a coil of 
wire and experimented with a magnet to see if he could detect any current induced into 
the coil of wire.  

He noticed that, only when he moved the magnet near the coil, did a current flow in the 
coil of wire. If the magnet was held still, no current was induced. That’s the crucial 
point: electricity will create magnetism but only changing magnetism will make 
electricity.1 

James Clerk Maxwell formalised Faraday's discovery into what is now called Faraday's 
law which is written like this,  

𝑬 =  
𝒅(𝝓𝑩) 

𝒅𝒕
 . 𝒌 

where E is the electromotive force, ΦB is the magnetic flux, and k is a negative 
constant which also incorporates the number of turns in the coil. The d(x)/dt part just 
means, the rate of change with time.  

So, E (the electromotive force, or voltage) generated in the coil relies on three things: 
the strength of the magnetic flux (ΦB); the speed (velocity) with which the flux changes 
(d(ΦB)/dt); and the construction of the coil, especially the number of turns of wire in 
the coil (k).  

 
1 You may think it's odd for Nature to build in such an apparent asymmetry. In fact, it is not the case. An 
electric current is electrons in motion and it is that which creates the magnetic field. So, moving charges 
create a magnetic field and moving (changing) magnetic fields create a current. 

W 
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From Faraday to funky 

 

 

When a phonograph record is played, the stylus 
traces the wiggly grooves and the assembly is 
arranged so that the movements of the stylus 
are communicated via the cantilever to move a coil and a magnet relative to one 
another — thereby generating a small electric current according to Faraday's law.  

Now there's clearly a choice here. Either the cantilever moves a small magnet near a 
coil, in which case the cartridge is termed a moving-magnet type (above left): or, very 
small coils are contrived to move in a magnetic field (above right), in which case the 
cartridge is called a moving-coil type. In a stereo cartridge, there are two circuits, and 
two magnets, one for each channel.2 

Moving-magnet and moving-coil cartridges compared 
 
The performance of any phono 
cartridge ultimately relies on the 
stylus' ability to remain in 
contact with the walls of the 
groove. This is referred to as 
the cartridge's ability to track 
the groove.  
 
A greater part of this 
accomplishment lies in the 
design of the moving part of the 
cartridge which must be made 
as light as possible (especially 
its inertial effect at the stylus 
point). 

 
2 The enemy of all magnetic pickups is hum and all practical designs use humbucking to bias the pickup 
towards transducing wanted signal and away from transducing stray hum fields. In the illustrations of 
both the moving-coil and the moving-magnet type cartridge each circuit (left or right channel) is very 
clearly made up to two coils - wound electrically in series - but arranged in magnetic opposition. 
Vibration will create a similar signal in both these coils, and these will add due to the series connection. 
But an external field will induce a signal of opposite phase in either coil, and these will cancel due to the 
series connection. 
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The challenge for either type is that in the moving-magnet cartridge, the stylus must 
move a (relatively) heavy magnet and, in the moving-coil type, the stylus must move a 
(relatively) heavy coil. 
 
The disadvantage of the moving-magnet type may be offset by selecting a small 
magnet but increasing the size of the coils. If you take apart a modern moving-magnet 
cartridge you will discover two (for stereo) very small magnets and two substantial 
coils; each of very many turns of fine wire (see illustration on previous page). 
 

Looking at Faraday's Law, we can 
see that this design approach 
trades off the term for the strength 
of the magnetic flux (ΦB) against 
the term for the size and 
complexity of the coil (k) to keep 
the generated voltage (E) as high 
as possible. 
 
Obviously, if the coils of a moving-
magnet cartridge were physically 
connected to the cantilever of a 
moving-coil type, the result would 
be disastrous: the moving-mass 
would be huge and would result in 
awful tracking. 

 
So, in the moving-coil cartridge the coils are made as small as possible, with just a few 
turns of wire (k is small). A photograph of the coils of the famous Denon DL-103 
moving-coil cartridge are illustrated above. 
 
To compensate for the low k, the magnet is made as strong as possible (to maximise 
ΦB) and thereby enhance E. 
 
However, in order to keep the moving-mass down to acceptable levels, the moving-coil 
type cartridge is an order of magnitude less efficient than the moving-magnet type and 
practical cartridges generate a very low output signal (compared with moving-magnet 
types).  
 
This is why moving-coil cartridges require a special head-amplifier or transformer stage 
before the signal can be fed to a normal phono preamplifier. 
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Pros and cons 

Most vinyl-record enthusiasts share a belief that 
the more expensive moving-coil (MC) type 
cartridges outperform the moving-magnet (MM) 
type.  

In truth, this is a simplification. Market 
competition was so fierce during the period 
when records were a mass-market commodity 
that all the margin was squeezed out of the 
more popular moving-magnet type cartridge 
leaving the moving-coil models as the only 
product in which manufacturers could invest 
and hope for a reasonable return.  

History has forced the moving-magnet to dominate the lower-end of the cartridge 
market leaving moving-coils to remain unchallenged at the top-end.  

It was not always so. In the 1950s, ceramic (crystal) cartridges were the norm in the 
home and moving-coil cartridges were standard in broadcasting and in other high-
quality applications.  

It was considered a very great step forward when the American cartridge manufacturer 
Shure Brothers, who did so much to put the design of phono cartridges on a rational 
basis, introduced the first moving-magnet cartridge.3 As Ben Bauer explains in a 
paper4 describing the development of the phono cartridge,  

...By devising a moving-magnet pickup, in which the traditional roles of armature 
and magnet were reversed, it became possible to lower the ..... stylus bearing 
force.. [to] one-gram. [The first time this was] achieved in a practical, 
commercial device... Its tracking capability set a new standard which has not 
been exceeded to this very day. 

 
3 Shure Brothers Inc. remained adamant supporters of the moving-magnet cartridge type. In a Q&A 
section of a technical seminar in New York in 1978, the Shure team replied to the question, "Why did 
Shure select the moving magnet transducer for the V15 Type IV?" in this way, 
  

....we periodically consider the advantages and disadvantages of all types of transducers. ....... 
we feel very strongly after careful consideration that there are many factors in favor of the 
selection of the moving magnet transducer. [Amongst] the advantages of this type of transducer 
are the effective mass of the transducing element is as low as any practical transducer, and its 
configuration is such as to allow a stylus design for high trackability. The fact that Shure 
cartridges have the highest trackability of any on the market is evidence of this fact. 
 

They go on to explain various, further advantages of the moving-magnet type: The use of extremely fine, 
fragile wire is avoided and the terminals connect to the static stator rather than the moving armature of 
the generator and thus are not required to flex which adds further mechanical complications 
 
4 The High-Fidelity Phonograph Transducer. Bauer, B. JAES October/November 1977, Volume 25, 
Number 10/11 
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It's instructive to create a little table with the pros and cons of moving-magnet and 
moving-coil cartridges.  

 
 
Tabulated in this way, it's clear to see that the moving-magnet type has significant 
mechanical and commercial advantages over the moving-coil type, but significant 
electrical disadvantages. 
 

Electrical disadvantages of the moving-magnet cartridge 

The moving-magnet cartridge struggles to provide the signal quality from a moving-coil 
type once it is interconnected into a system. The electrical signal is not at fault. 
Faraday's law shows us there is nothing inherently better about which part - magnet or 
coil, moves relative to the other. However, the magnetic field strength, and hence 
sensitivity, of the moving-magnet transducer is limited by saturation of the armature or 
the pole pieces and by the negative compliance due to the pull of the steady magnetic 
field on the armature. If the field exceeds a critical value determined by the static 
compliance of the armature restoring force it will result in the armature “snapping” to 
one of the pole faces. It is this negative compliance which generally limits the 
sensitivity of the moving-magnet pickup; requiring coils of several thousand turns of 
fine gauge wire to produce usable output.  

These many thousands of turns of wire determine the source impedance of the 
moving-magnet type pickup which rises with frequency as shown in the next graph. 
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Chapter 5 
The stylus and the groove 

 
 

he cutting tool on the disc lathe yields a V-shaped groove which is 56μm or 2.2 
thousandths of an inch (0.0022") at the top and with the groove walls at right-
angles to one another. Consecutive spirals of the groove are separated by an 

area known as land. The land dimension for 200 lines per inch (LPI) translates to a 
groove separation of 125μm (0.005").  

The groove is drawn to scale in the illustrations below. (Note that the illustrations are 
tilted over by 45° to make the geometry easier to understand.)  

The depth of the groove is nominally 28μm (0.0011"). The bottom of the groove is not, 
in fact, a sharp corner but has a radius of 6μm or 0.25 thou' (0.00025").  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An original, standard microgroove diamond stylus of conical (spherical) form has a 
radius of 25μm (0.001"). The groove width at the point of engagement with the stylus 
(half-way up the wall of the groove) is 36μm (0.0014") as illustrated at (a).  

T 
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Arrival of stereo 

The groove of a mono record possesses modulation which is entirely lateral (side to 
side). When a 0.001" stylus rides in such a groove, it rides at the same height at all 
times; comfortably half-way down the groove wall.1  

Stereo gramophone records are different from their mono forebears in that the groove 
is modulated vertically as well. The RIAA standards for the dimensions of gramophone 
records defines the depth of this modulation in terms of the minimum allowable-width 
at the top-edge of the groove. This specified to be 25μm (0.001") as this dimension is 
illustrated by the red line at (b).  

As the illustration at (b) clearly shows, a stylus with a radius of 25μm (0.001") runs a 
very good chance of disengaging when the groove is that shallow. For that reason, 
monophonic styli are not recommended for stereo records. Stereo styli adopt a radius 
of 18μm (0.0007") so as to stand a better chance of staying in a vertically modulated 
groove as illustrated at (c). But this does, of course, mean that a stereo stylus rides 
"lower" in the groove than the mono stylus as illustrated below. (The coloured arrows 
indicate the point of contact in each case.)  

It's worth remembering that the bottom radius of the groove on monophonic 
microgroove records was not specified, which is why the converse is also true: that a 
stereo stylus is often unsuitable for listening to mono records.  

 
 

 
 
                                                             
1 This is actually a simplification as we shall see later in the chapter. 
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Tracing 

The first sounding turn of the groove of a 12" LP record has a radius of 146.05mm, and 
the last a 60.3mm radius. The length of the first turn is thus 2 x π x 0.146m = 0.918 
metres. And the last, 0.379 metres.  

Given that a record turns at 33⅓ RPM, which equates to 0.556 turns per second, the 
velocity of the stylus within the groove is 0.510m/s (20 inches per second) on the 
outermost turn and 0.210m/s (8.3 inches per second) on the innermost. A 10kHz 
sinewave inscribed in the groove wall has thus a wavelength of (0. 509/10000) = 51μm 
on the outermost turn of the groove, and a wavelength on the innermost turn of 20μm.  

Once again, these dimensions of the basic stylus within a groove are illustrated to 
scale in in the figures below. It's easy to see how a stylus of standard dimensions may 
negotiate 10kHz on an outer groove (d), but not on an inner groove (e).  

 

 

One apparently obvious solution to this is to reduce the radius of the stylus. But, as 
illustrated at (e), a stylus with a dimension much smaller than about 25μm will ride too 
low and may even "bottom" in the groove where dust and dirt collect and generate 
unnecessary noise on playback.  

Elliptical styli 

The commercial solution to this need to trace high frequency details without bottoming 
the stylus in the groove came with the elliptical stylus which was invented by Grado in 
1964 (although Edison invented a very similar idea in the button stylus forty years 
earlier). The elliptical stylus is illustrated below which is from Grado's patent.  
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The elliptical stylus has a major radius (R) of 18μm (0.0007") such that the stylus rides 
at the correct height in the groove, but has a minor axis (r - usually of about 10μm or 
less) which improves tracing. The combined dual-radius stylus being referred to, for 
example, as R/r = 18μm/10μm.  

Shibata and line-contact styli 

More exotic styli are formed by making further cuts to the diamond stylus so that the 
defining radius is even smaller than with a conventional elliptical stylus. The first of 
these styli was invented in 1973 to reproduce the high-frequency carrier signal for the 
extra two channels in CD-4 quadraphonic records and is known as a Shibata type after 
its inventor. It is illustrated below.  
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Chapter 6 
Making records 

 

 

he manufacture of gramophone records commences with a process known as 
cutting the master disc. Technologically, this is a precision machining process 
in which a specialist lathe (above) is used to cut a groove into an aluminium 

disc coated with nitro-cellulose lacquer by a worm-driven cutter-head and cutter-
chisel (stylus) modulated by a moving-coil assembly like that of a conventional 
loudspeaker. 

In the main, the only lathes which are still working today are those that were made 
by: Neumann of Berlin; Scully of Bridgeport Connecticut; and Lyrec of Copenhagen.1 

Not only is an understanding of something about disc-cutting lathes interesting, it 
helps give a better appreciation of the limits of performance of gramophone 
(phonograph) records, since the lathe performance and the turntable performance 
combine to define the fidelity of the reproduction. To that end the performance of a 
Neumann lathe and cutter-head is given in Appendix 1, and a conclusion section 
looks at the end-to-end performance of lathe → cutter-head → chisel → stylus → 
turntable → cartridge.  
 

 

 
1 Mastering for Records, the methods and problems Batchelor, T. Snugglebugs eBooks Denmark 

2016 
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Neumann 

The Neumann lathe design was - more or less - fully mature by 1966 with their VMS 
66 lathe. A modified version was released 1970 (the VMS 70 - pictured above) and 
various innovations were added in 1980 with the VMS 80 which was their last.  
 
Neumann were the only company to offer an entire record cutting system: lathe, 
cutter-head and electronics. This represented a reduced risk to the customer who 
was spending a small fortune (more than $100,000 in today's money) and explains 
the popularity of Neumann equipment.  
 

Scully 
 

L. J. Scully made lathes mainly for 
the American market which they 
dominated from the 1930s to the 
1960s until Neumann lathes 
started to be imported from 
Germany.  
 
Scully tried to retaliate with a new 
design but this wasn't available 
until the mid-1970s by which time 
the Neumann VMS 66 and, 
particularly, the VMS 70 had 
dominated the market.  

 

Scully lathes are often fitted with Westrex cutter-head and electronics. The history of 
Westrex goes back to the very dawn of electrically recorded records (see chapter 
ten).  
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Lyrec 

Lyrec only made the mechanics 
of the lathe leaving the cutter-
head and electronics to Ortofon, 
a sister company in Denmark.  

Lyrec made their last lathe 
around 1978. Lyrec were 
responsible for the design of the 
unsurpassed SM8 synchronous 
motor. This motor was in 
production from 1955 until 1976 
and was used in all Lyrec lathes 
and by Neumann who OEM'd the 
part for their own lathes.  

 

Founded in Copenhagen, Ortofon 
initially developed a synchronized 
sound system for film. In 1946 Ortofon 
developed its first moving coil cutter-
head.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A closer look 

The following is intended to be a general survey of all recording lathes. It refers often 
to the Neumann VMS 70 because this was - and still is - the world's most popular 
recording lathe. Where other designs differ greatly from the Neumann philosophy, 
this is highlighted.  

Lathe bed 

The basic Neumann lathe-bed (below) is built up on a heavy cast-iron base which 
remained virtually unchanged from the nineteen-thirties until Neumann stopped 
making record lathes fifty years later. Like a metalworker's lathe, the record lathe 
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has a turning spindle driven by an electric motor; although, in the case of the record-
lathe the work spins horizontally. The tail-stock of the lathe is a bracket which runs 
on the bed of the lathe on a slide. In the case of the Neumann the bracket is quite 
slender and is sometimes called the "swan-neck" bracket. In a Scully lathe, the 
bracket is more massive. The cutter-head is mounted on the bracket which runs on 
the slide, driven by the lead screw.  

The Lyrec lathe is a more compact device that either the Neumann or the Scully in 
which the cutter-head runs on rails behind the work. As a consequence, Lyrec lathes 
look less like something adapted from the metal workshop.  

Turntable and motor 

In the case of the Neumann lathes, the turntable itself is of heavy cast-iron and 
weighs 30kg. Lyrec lathes too used a heavy, machined, brass turntable. The 
turntable on a Scully lathe is less massive, instead it is coupled via a resilient 
coupling to a shaft which carries a heavy flywheel driven via a belt from the motor.  

The single, or three-phase, synchronous 
turntable motor which drives both the Lyrec and 
Neumann lathes was manufactured by Lyrec. 
The motor is very unusual in that the motor RPM 
is equal to disc RPM - a very slow-turning 
synchronous motor. No gear-train or belt is used 
to step-down a smaller, fast turning motor as we 
see in domestic turntables. These lathe are thus 
direct-drive.  

From the equation given in the introduction to 
electric motors (chapter 2), this implies the 
motor must have 90 pairs of poles to turn at 33⅓ RPM on 50Hz AC current (and 108 
pole-pairs to run on 60Hz AC current) which demonstrates what an unusual piece of 
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Secrets from the dead-wax 

For consumers and the record-trade alike, all there is to know about a record is 
printed on the label: artist, title, catalogue number and so on. But to a collector or 
archivist there is more useful information moulded into the dead-wax of the run-out 
section of the record.  

Most of this information was never intended for any use beyond the manufacturing of 
records. But now, far removed from anyone's memory, these inscriptions can tell us 
a lot about the particular record under consideration. Of the millions of records 
manufactured, the information enables us to narrow down the disc to a group of a 
few thousand records.  

The various stages of the manufacture of records is explained in detail earlier in the 
chapter and, if you haven’t read that, it’s worth doing so now as the information in the 
dead-wax relates to the various manufacturing stages. 

Lacquer number and cut 

The piece of 
information easiest to 
spot in the run-out 
section of the record is 
the lacquer number (or 
matrix number). This is 
punched, or scratched 
into the soft nitro-
cellulose lacquer by the 
mastering engineer 
who cut the lacquer 
from the original 
master-tapes.  

Because two lacquers 
are required to make 
the two sides of a 
record, there are two, 
different (but very often 
sequential) numbers on 
each side.  

The main part of this 
number (AM 438 in the 

example illustrated) matches a printed number on the disc label; indeed this number 
was used in the factory to ensure the right labels were pressed to the right records. 
Note the lacquer (or matrix) number is not the same as the record company's 
catalogue number which is usually in much bolder typeface.  
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But there is a vital, extra piece of information in the lacquer (matrix) number after the 
hyphen. This relates to the number of the cut. As illustrated this is - 1 - the first cut. 
When production numbers were enough to warrant a second cut, the number would 
become AM 438-2 and so on. Sometimes the identity of the mastering engineer is 
encoded in this number by a letter suffix, so that it might read, AM 438-1R.  

Mother numbers and stamper codes 

Other numbers and codes were added at the pressing plant. This information too 
may be discovered in the in the run-out area. Because the factory was dealing with 
the very much harder materials and not soft nitro-cellulose lacquer, these numbers 
are much less heavily inscribed and are sometimes quite difficult to see. Happily, a 
convention seems to have developed so that the various pieces of information are 
placed 90° apart so that, if the lacquer number appears at the 6 o'clock position if the 
record is imagined as a clock face, then the matrix and stamper information will be at 
9 oclock, 12 o'clock or 3 o'clock.  

The mother number is usually written as a number and is easy to understand. The 
stamper number is often - at least with British records - given in code as a letter, or 
group of letters. All record companies and pressing plants had their own 
conventions, so the real connoisseur must do some homework to know what these 
codes mean38. In case of confusion between these two markings: judged carefully in 
a raking light, the stamper code is embossed (it slightly projects) from the surface of 
the disc whereas the lacquer or mother code are carved into the plastic. This is 
because the stamper code was punched or scratched into a negative of the disc, 
whereas the mother number (or code) was punched or scratched into a positive 
copy.  

An example 

Chosen at random as an example of 
discovering the secrets of the dead-wax is an 
item from our own test collection, an early 
DECCA LP (from the ffrr era) of 
Mendelssohn's Symphony No. 4 in A Major, 
Opus 90 ('The Italian') played by the Turin 
Symphony Orchestra conducted by Mario 
Rossi. This disc is mono and was released in 
June 1950.  

The side 1 label declares that the matrix is 
DRL.216 and this is indeed what we find in the 
run out. Along with the information that this 
was the seventh cut. The A indicates that the 

 
38 EMI used a stamper code which goes back all the way to EMI's origins in the Gramophone 
Company in 1897 as explained in the section on 78 RPM records. The code was used until the late 
1980s. 
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Chapter 7  
Care of records and equipment 

 
urprisingly for a medium which 
relies on undulations as small as 
25nm to hold information, there 

exists a paucity of scientific literature 
on best practice in storage, handling 
and cleaning of gramophone 
(phonograph) records to ensure their 
cleanliness and dimensional stability 
and integrity over time.  

Granted, a YouTube search (April 

2018) for "record cleaning" produced 
nearly 1.5 million hits, but, if the first 50 
or so are anything to go by (frankly, 
reviewing them was a tedious task), it 
is extremely rare that videos such as 
these offer any significant advice on 
the care of records.  

No video of the sampled fifty offered 
serious, empirical measurements of the 
difference in sound quality pre- and 
post-cleaning, or between one method and another. None included microscopy, and 
none considered the chemistry or any long-term effects of the techniques 
demonstrated.  

For a truly thorough study of record care, we must go back a long way, to the end of 
the nineteen-fifties, to a report by a team working for the US Library of Congress 
(LoC) under a research grant from the Rockefeller Foundation.1 Happily this report is 
late enough that PVC-PVA copolymer records (LPs and singles) were included in the 
study as well as acetates and shellac records.  

Another oft-cited reference to record care2 is more journalistic than scientific and, 
despite originating an industry in the manufacture of record cleaning machines, 
offers no real evidence for the methods proposed beyond the assertion that, "It does 
[work], to a degree that sets a new standard of listening pleasure".  

More modern references on advice (largely to archivists) on the best methods for the 
storage, handling and cleaning of records, the most recent being published in May 

                                                             
1 Preservation and Storage of Sound Recordings. Pickett, A.G.; Lemcoe, M.M. (US) Library of 
Congress Report 1959 
 
2 Record Contamination: Causes and Cure. Wilson P., JAES April 1965  

S 
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2015,3 indicate that the advice derived from Pickett and Lemcoe nearly 60 years 
ago, still represents the solid-core of our understanding of the best ways to keep 
records, and keep enjoying them.  

This is even more remarkable when you consider that Pickett and Lemcoe's long-
term recommendations for vinyl records were made a scare ten years after the 
invention of the medium. Their wide understanding of chemistry, of materials science 
and even the life sciences4 and their thorough experimental work meant that they 
could give advice which has stood the test of time. Their eighty-page work is offered 
in as brief a way as possible in this chapter as well as some more modern advice 
that they could not have foreseen.  

Mention ought to be made to one reference5  which was published in Audio 
magazine in May of 1976 and which appears to be the origin of much misinformation 
regarding record cleaning. Unsubstantiated opinions expressed in this piece 
frequently resurface in on-line forums. The original article quotes no references and 
many of its claims are entirely uncorroborated.   

Storage 

Heat and Light 

PVC degrades chemically when it is exposed to heat and light. The process begins 
with the liberation of hydrogen chloride at faults in the PVC molecules. This stripping 
of HCl allows adjacent molecules to cross-link (or form valence bonds between the 
polymer chains) and this results in the embrittlement of the plastic and warping. This 
process is termed condensation. The resulting production of hydrogen chloride gas 
is a catalyst for further dehydrochlorination within the plastic, so the hydrogen 
chloride gas must be absorbed. This is the role of the stabiliser - often a compound 
of lead (Pb) - which is added to the plastic copolymer from which the record is 

compression moulded.  

Happily, in long term studies of the degradation of records1, it appears that sufficient 
effective stabiliser remains in a plastic disc to protect it for a very long time. 
Nevertheless, keeping all records away from (especially short-wavelength) light 
sources and at a reasonably constant temperature below 70°F (21° C) will 
substantially prolong their life.  

Condensation affects shellac resin too, but a collection of shellac discs will often be 
affected differently by condensation because of the degree of cure of the shellac. As 
the LoC report concludes, it is useless to attempt to undertake any quantitative study 

                                                             
3 ARSC Guide to Audio Preservation ed. Sam Brylawski, Maya Lerman, Robin Pike, Kathlin Smith. 
The Council on Library and Information Resources Publication 164. May 2015 

4 Not many scientists at the end of the 1950s had so thorough an understanding of the ubiquitous role 
fungi play an indispensable role in the carbon-cycle on which life is based by converting the waste 
products of life into usable compounds and thereby keeping the building blocks of organic materials in 
circulation. 

5 Record Cleaners Revisited. Pisha, B.V. Audio May 1976. 
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Chapter 8  
Electronics for needle-drops 

 

 

ince velocity of the recorded groove is the quantity we record when we make a 
needle-drop (because phono cartridges are velocity sensitive devices1), it is 
useful to know maximum recorded velocities inscribed a gramophone record 

because, with this information, we may correctly calibrate preamplifier gain to take 
best advantage of the digital medium.  

There are theoretical limitations in cutting an acetate (or a metal-master) which 
would appear enforce a ceiling on recorded velocity. However, empirical studies2 
show that to this theoretical purity we need to add some real-world data.  
 

Theoretically, there is a very simple rule. The 
maximum (peak) recorded velocity cannot 
exceed the linear, tangential groove velocity. 
For, if it does, the recording chisel "slews" so 
quickly (beyond 45°) that the chamfer on its rear 
edge interferes with the recorded groove.  

This simple maxim is somewhat complicated in 
that the tangential groove-velocity changes 
throughout the entire volute groove. 
Nevertheless, we can define the limits with 
precision. At the outer edge of an LP record, the 
linear velocity is 0.509m/s (20 inches per 
second), and this reduces to 0.196m/s (8 inches 
per second) on the innermost. Thus, we can say, 
the maximum recorded velocity on a 33⅓ RPM 
LP will never exceed 50cm/s, and even this 
figure is only achievable on the outermost 
groove.  

 

 
1 Even a crystal (ceramic) cartridge outputs a measure of the groove velocity if it is appropriately 
loaded as explained later in the chapter. 
 
2 High Fidelity Phonograph Cartridge - Shure Technical Seminar NYC 1978. Available from Shure. 
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This is confirmed by our own measurements of LP records and a comprehensive 
study by Shure Brothers Inc.3 which do indeed reveal that no intended modulation 
ever seems to exceed 50cm/s. Groove damage can produce signals above this 
level, but these are pathological.  

We can apply this rule to other media too. Thus, a 12" 45 single can support a 
maximum recorded velocity of 68cm/s (although measurements frequently indicate 
that recorded levels on 12" singles are no greater than from LPs4). And the 
maximum velocity recordable in the outermost groove of a 12" 78 RPM record is 
118cm/s or 7.5dB greater than the maximum velocity on an LP.  

The graph below relates maximum groove amplitude to recorded velocity for LPs. 
The standardised dimensions of an LP constrain the maximum possible groove 
"wiggle" to a peak amplitude (a) of 38μm (0.0015") as shown here. 

 

 Velocity V(t) is a function of frequency f and is calculated as,  

   V(t) = 2 . π . f . a  

 
3 Op. cit. 

4 *We suspect the reason for this is that the cutting-engineer is working with a single track and has no 
scope gradually to reduce recorded-level throughout the duration of the side which is a standard trick 
with LPs. She is therefore constrained to work within the inner groove velocity-limit; which is 27cm/s 
on a 45 RPM 12" single.  
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Chapter 9 
Digital preservation reformatting 

 
 
 

he reasons for making a digital archive of your record collection are twofold. 
The first is that an archive of digital files can be made secure - it may be 
replicated exactly several times in different places. No physical store of 

phonograph (gramophone) records can ever be 100% secure. Chapter seven details 
the care of records and the host of problems which cause them to deteriorate both 
storing them and playing them. Digital archiving of unique and valuable analogue 
recordings - a process termed Preservation Reformatting by archivists - is simply a 
responsible thing to do. 
 
Secondly, digital signal processing aids in recovering the best possible sound quality 
from a record. Modern digital signal processing is used to reveal the hidden secrets 
of distant galaxies, to reconstruct lost architecture, and to reveal new brilliance to 
paintings. Digital reformatting allows us the opportunity to benefit from this 
technology to enhance our phonograph records.  
 
Both these reasons are excellent reasons to reformat an archive, but they lead to 
quite different end-points as explained in this chapter. 
 

Converting your record collection to digital files 
 
In the first chapter of the ARSC Guide to Audio Preservation1, the authors (Curtis 
Peoples and Marsha Maguire) write the following, 
 

From the 1950s to the 1980s, open-reel quarter inch tape was the preferred 
medium of professional [archivists]…… [But], by the early 1990s, many 
preservation master tapes were found to be unplayable because they suffered 
from “sticky shed syndrome” (hydrolysis), in which the binder that holds the 
magnetic particles breaks down. Meanwhile, digital recording was on the 
ascent. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, both digital audio tape (DAT) and 
the recordable compact disc (CD-R) were thought to have promise as 
preservation media, but they have proved to be unreliable for archival 
purposes. As a result, the original recordings that were reformatted for 
preservation have often outlasted the reformatted versions. 

 
The scary failure of analogue and digital recording formats has forced a sea-change 
in the thinking of archivists. The new strategic thinking is not based, as before, on 
the idea of an everlasting data carrier, but on the idea of an everlasting data record.  
 

 
1 ARSC Guide to Audio Preservation, Brylawski, S. et al. Published by National Recording 
Preservation Board of the Library of Congress of the USA. (http://arsc-audio.org) 

T 
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They continue, 
 

……engineers and archivists have come to understand that the future of 
sound preservation is not dependent on a physical format, but, rather, on a 
strategy—an ongoing process of selection, digitization, system management, 
and migration to new formats. This has led audio preservationists to 
distinguish, for the first time, between the sound itself and the medium on 
which it is carried. Preserving the audio essence2 entails refreshing high-
quality, uncompressed digital sound files regularly and migrating the sound 
essence to new digital formats over time. 
 

Central to this idea of preserving the essence of audio recordings is the idea that the 
audio information is converted to a digital-file held, perhaps on RAID hard drives 
today, and on cloud storage tomorrow (or better on both). The essence is divorced 
from its physical carrier. The ARSC Guide recommends that a digital preservation 
master should be encoded and stored in an uncompressed file format. The 
Broadcast Wave Format (BWF) .wav file is the recommended standard for digital 
archival audio. Stereo Lab supports this format as explained later in the chapter. 

To quote from chapter six of the ARSC3, 

A digital preservation master should be encoded and stored in an 
uncompressed file format for two reasons: first, data reduction through the 
use of “lossy” (i.e., compressed) codecs will result in an irreversible loss of 
audio data; and second, it is unknown whether the lossy information will be 
decodable in the future. Pulse code modulation (or linear PCM) is the 
recommended encoding stream for digitized audio and is generally the default 
encoding scheme for WAVE (Waveform Audio File Format) .wav files.  

Preservation transfer 
 
Making needle-drop recordings to archive our records is the process of transferring 
the essence or intellectual content of a record into an uncompressed digital-audio 
file. A successful preservation transfer captures the essence of the audio as it is 
accurately reproduced from its carrier. Reformatting a sound recording without 
compromising the authenticity of its content requires the use of suitable, well-
maintained and properly aligned playback machines. The first eight chapters of this 
book are devoted to helping you achieve that goal. 

 
Operation of your archive 
 
Peter Copeland, who was Conservation Manager at the British Library Sound 
Archive over a ten-year period up until 2002, describes the organisation of the sound 

 
2 Essence, in the context of digital preservation, refers to core content—e.g., audio, text, still 
and moving images—without regard to the original physical format. 
 
3 ARSC Guide to Audio Preservation. Op. cit 
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archive in his Manual of Sound Restoration Techniques4 as a quadruple 
conservation strategy. Copeland tells us that this operational principle was hard-won; 
having been developed over some years of heated debate as to how audio 
recordings should be reformatted for archiving. 
 
This quadruple conservation strategy would mean the archive might end up with as 
many as four instances of a recording for long term storage; although two or more 
might often be combined into one.  
 

Instance 1 - The original artefact (in this case, a record), kept for as long as it 
lasts. 
 
Instance 2 - A copy as much like the original artefact as possible, which 
Copeland called The Archive Copy. A more modern term (due to the ARSC)5 
is the digital preservation master. 
 
Instance 3 - A copy with all known objective parameters compensated, which 
Copeland called The Objective Copy and which is similar to that which the 
ARSC call the access master. 
 
Instance 4 - A copy with all known subjective and cultural parameters 
compensated, which Copeland called The Service Copy and which the ARSC 
call the access copy. 

 
This may seem profligate and Copeland recognised that such an ambitious policy 
was the product of staff sound engineer in a publicly funded national archive. Others 
may need to curb their ambitions. Nonetheless, Copeland’s operational principle – 
even if choose not to adopt it - is valuable because it crystallises the choices we 
make when we reformat in order to preserve. 
 
Instance 1 – the artefact 
 
That an archive should keep, and store as carefully as possible, the original artefact 
almost goes without saying. But the choice may not be possible for some collectors. 
Downsizing is common at a certain stage in life and sometimes physical collections 
must be abandoned. Not all collectors will be able to hold onto instance 1. In fact, the 
entire reformatting project may be underwritten on not so doing.  
 
Instance 2 – the primary reference 
 
This version is the “primary reference”. We like the ARSC term, digital preservation 
master. Stereo Lab does not play a part in deriving this version: but the equipment 
and non-equalising preamplifiers we have described to capture a recording of this 
type do. These are described in the previous chapters. 
 

 
4 Manual of Analogue Sound Restoration Techniques, The British Library London, 2008 and available 
on line from the British Library site.  
 
5 ARSC Guide to Audio Preservation, Brylawski, S. et al. Published by National Recording 
Preservation Board of the Library of Congress of the USA. (http://arsc-audio.org) 
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Instance 3 – the access master 
 
This version is the “Objective copy” in Copeland’s terminology and partially maps to 
the access master in ARSC parlance. In Copeland’s view, this copy should, for 
example, have the correct equalisation applied, but not noise- or distortion-reduction. 
His essential point here is that no judgement has been applied by the sound 
engineer as to what sounds good or “right” – beyond selecting the appropriate 
equalisation according the best research regarding period, geography, record-label, 
dead-wax markings and so on.  
 
Instance 4 – the access copy 
 
This “Service copy” (Copeland) or access copy (ARSC) is the best we can do to 
extract the best audio possible with all the audio tools and the intelligence of the 
sound engineer at our disposal. In short, instance 4 is the recording which we will 
listen to for enjoyment and edification. 
 
It’s clear that many archivists may wish to combine instance 3 and instance 4, 
indeed Copeland admits this is often desirable, or inevitable. The ARSC believe that 
full signal processing may be applied at the access master stage: they see the 
access copy as (perhaps) being a compressed version of the access master which is 
more amenable to users of the library. This is the more modern approach and 
probably suits the modern archivist better. 
 

Stereo Lab and the digital archive 
 
The operational principle that – at least – two digital copies - instance 2 (digital 
preservation master) and instance 3 or 4 (access copy) be placed in the archive 
emerges at the key principle which underwrites the operational philosophy of Stereo 
Lab software.  
 
Our approach is that a non-equalised, non-decoded copy of the record should be 
made with the best record-player and cartridge available with non-equalising 
preamplifiers with irreproachable hum, noise and distortion performance. This is the 
digital preservation master. The recording should be made at 96kHz or higher, 
preferably with 24-bit resolution (this is the ARSC recommendation). The recording 
should always be stereo and derived from a stereo cartridge (even from mono and 
historical records).6 Then Stereo Lab software is used to produce the access master 
and/or access copy from the archived instance 2 audio file. 
 
The advantage of the raw needle-drop as the digital preservation master is that, 
should technology improve (which it surely will) and knowledge improve – for 
example as to what recording equalisation should be applied to a certain recording - 
you always have the original needle-drop to go back to and to which you can apply 
tomorrow’s savoir-faire. Nothing ever needs to be stripped off this original archive 
copy. It is – in Copeland’s words – as much like the original artefact as possible. 
 

 
6 As explained in Mono grooves - sizes and styli for pre-stereo records, choice of cartridge in chapter 
ten. 
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Chapter 10 

Historical records  

Acoustic recordings refer to the performances on records (or cylinders) captured 
before the invention of the electric recording in 1926. In these recordings, it was 
simply the energy in the sound of the musicians themselves, captured via an 
acoustic horn, which drove the mechanical stylus that engraved the groove in the 
wax master.  

The focus on the energy of the singers and instrumentalists is important here. To get 
enough volume to capture the sound adequately in the wax, the musicians were 
required to play louder than they would have played at a concert and musical nuance 
was inevitably limited. Some instruments were even adapted to "cut-through" 
adequately on the recording. The most charming of these is certainly the Stroh violin 
a Frankenstein of an instrument, tuned and played like a violin but with a bridge 
which vibrates a diaphragm attached to a horn. 
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With instruments such as these and certain musical re-arrangements (with tuba 
doubling - or substituting for the basses) and the musicians huddled close to the 
enormous recording horn, it is no exaggeration to claim as do the authors of the Bell 
Laboratories paper on electrical recording,  

With such an arrangement of musicians, it is very difficult to arouse the 
spontaneous enthusiasm which is necessary for the production of really 
artistic music.1  

Fascinatingly, the main argument in favour of electric recording in the Bell paper of 
1926 is not the improved quality over acoustic methods per se, but that musicians 
may be more natural when recording electrically and that the microphones may be 
more distant from the musicians, so that music may be captured in its natural 
ambience. Whilst both points are certainly valid, and that the invention of electrical 
recordings was ultimately a very significant advance, it is true too that, the methods 
forced upon singers by acoustic-recording did produce of catalogue of vocal 
recordings of intimacy and directness unsurpassed by electrical recordings for 
another 20 years.  

Equalisation of acoustic recordings 

Because of the physics involved, the groove on an 
acoustic record has a constant-velocity 
characteristic. This is just as well because the 
reproducing gramophone, which needs to deliver 
power into a reactive air-load, needs an input 
which is inversely proportional to frequency; with 
big wiggles in the bass and much smaller wiggles 
for the treble. The overall recording-reproduction 
system has thereby (to a very rough 
approximation) a transfer-function of unity.  

 
1 High Quality Recording and Reproducing of Music and Speech. J. P. Maxfield and H. C. Harrison. 
Bell Telephone Laboratories Report 1926 
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This transfer-function is preserved too when such a recording is traced by a modern, 
electrodynamic cartridge because it too is velocity sensitive. From a purely physical 
point of view therefore, these recordings should be equalised "flat"; that's to say, not 
equalised at all.2 

However, the bass on these recordings is 
so limited by the technology, that a certain 
degree of bass-boost is often worthwhile 
and restores a fullness of tone to the tenor 
and bass voice and the baritone and bass 
instruments of the orchestral choirs. In jazz 
recordings, bass-boost helps bring some 
body to the rhythm-section. The limitation 
in so doing is often the degree of low-
frequency "rumble" on these recordings. 
Some early recordings are better kept flat 
to avoid boosting these interference 
signals.3  

This acoustic era is also the age of the Edison’s cylinder phonograph. Cylinder 
recordings should be equalised flat too. Chapter fourteen is devoted to cylinder 
records. 

Coming of electric recording 

For baby-boomers for whom the world of radio and gramophone records seem 
intimately interweaved, it's surprising to learn that the record companies saw radio as 
a menacing commercial interloper throughout the 1920s, and especially during the 
depression of the 1930s. From the middle-twenties, the new medium of radio took 
hold in a very big way. Record sales in the USA dropped from a high of 105.6 million 
records sold in 1921 to 5.5 million in 1933.  

Not only was the music free on the radio, but there was no doubt that the sound 
quality via the microphone and loudspeaker was far superior to the mechanical 
recording of the gramophone. It was clear that the record companies needed to "up 
their game" if they were to survive. Electrical recording was their response to this.  

 

 
2 EQ-F in Stereo Lab.  
 
3 EQ-G in Stereo Lab which is a general 78 equalisation often works very well because of its limited 
bass-boost. Always be sure to engage rumble-filtering in the Phono EQ tab of the Preferences 
dialogues with these recordings. And select Mono in the phonograph regime drop-down for all 
laterally recorded discs. Note that the boost being applied to these early recordings is compensating 
for unintentional limitations in the bass-response of the equipment, not to deliberate limitation of the 
bass-response by electrical means. That would come later as we shall see. 
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“78” records 

There’s no definitive date for the 
introduction of the records which we 
refer to “78 records” or “78s” but we 
may identify 1925/1926 and the 
introduction of electric recording as a 
transition point in the geological 
timescale of recorded music. 

Lateral-cut, disc records were 
developed by German-American 
inventor Emile Berliner. His earliest, 
single-sided discs were first 
marketed in Europe as early as 
1889. These early 12.5 cm (≈ 5 inch) 
discs rotated at about 70 RPM. It 
was Berliner who named his disc-
playing invention the gramophone to 
distinguish it from Edison's cylinder 
phonograph.  

Up until the introduction of electric recording in about 1926, records were recorded 
with a wide range of speeds. From that point onwards, the format crystallised as 
laterally recorded 10 or 12-inch discs which were recorded and replayed between 
about 65 to 85 RPM. We now call these “78 RPM” records. (See below for more 
information about rotation speeds.)  

It is also about this time that the older formats died away. The year of 1903 was the 
peak for Edison's cylinders. After that, disc machines began to outsell cylinder 
machines. The last Edison cylinder phonograph known as the Amberola was 
manufactured in 1919 and the cylinder records were discontinued around 1929.  

These early disc records are held together by means of shellac; the resin secreted 
by the lac bug which live on trees in the forests of India and Thailand. Indeed, these 
records are sometimes called shellac-records – a misnomer because shellac was 
the minor ingredient (about 25%). The principal component (65%) was pulverised 
rock – usually ground-slate to which the shellac was added. This composition was 
chosen so that the discs were hard enough that they could support an acoustic-
gramophone tonearm weight measured in ounces.4  

The decision to support replay with acoustic machines well into the electrical 
recording period is something of a shame since it is these particles of slate (and not 
the shellac itself) which contribute the harsh, surface-noise that we all associate with 
pre-vinyl records. It's worthwhile remembering that it was less due to the new, plastic 

 
4 One ounce is approximately equivalent to 28 grams. More information on the composition of these 

records is given in chapter 6. 
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medium as it was to the decision that the new format would only support lightweight, 
electrical tonearms that underwrites the low-noise of the LP medium.  

Nevertheless, the recorded legacy of eighty years of planet Earth exists on "78s", so 
we need to take them seriously and see how the information might best be teased 
from their rough grooves. 

Bell Telephone Laboratories 

The key innovator in the development of electrically recorded sound technology was 
Bell Laboratories which was the research division of the US telephone monopoly, 
American Telephone & Telegraph (AT&T). Bell Lab's had been working since at least 
1914 on technologies for long-distance telephone transmission to span the USA.  

Similar work had also been done by Western Electric, the manufacturing arm of 
AT&T, and so, on January 1, 1925, AT&T fused the two divisions and established 
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., in New York City. This is why the Western Electric 
(or Westrex) electric recording system is described in the paper from Bell Telephone 
Laboratories Inc.  

The Bell Telephone Lab's paper on their 
development electric recording5 makes 
interesting reading, nearly one hundred years 
later. It is a key achievement in the development 
of recorded sound. 

The scope of the improvements detailed in this 
paper and the authors' understanding on the 
basic principles is astonishing. In its detailed 
description of the both mechanical and electrical 
technology also gives us clear and exact advice 
on how to replay these discs today.  

A surprise in reading this paper is the 
assumption by its authors that, whilst the 
recording equipment would be electrified, the 
replay equipment would remain acoustic. As the 
authors put it,  

 
Where the question of reproduction is concerned, the same two alternatives 
mentioned for recording present themselves, namely, direct use of power 
derived from the record itself versus the use of electromechanical equipment 
with an amplifier. In this case, however, the situation is a little different as the 
power which can be drawn directly from the record is more than sufficient for 
home use. Since any method of reproducing from mechanical records by 
electrical means involves the use of a mechanical device for transforming 

 
5 High Quality Recording and Reproducing of Music and Speech. J. P. Maxfield and H. C. Harrison. 

Bell Telephone Laboratories Report 1926 
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from mechanical to electrical power and a second such device for 
transforming from electrical back to mechanical power, that is, sound, it is 
necessary to use two mechanical systems, one at each end of an electrical 
system. Where the power which can be supplied by the record, is sufficient to 
produce the necessary sound intensity, as in the case of home use, it is in 
general simpler to design one single mechanical transmission system than it 
is to add the unnecessary complications of amplifiers, power supply and 
associated circuits. 

It is this pivotal nature of this paper (electric for recording: acoustic for reproduction) 
which makes it such a useful resource, for it not only describes the electrical 
equalisation of the recording path, but further contains a very detailed description of 
the acoustic machine for reproduction. Thus, the reference is not just useful in 
establishing the correct strategies for replaying electrically recorded discs, but also 
the acoustically recorded discs which preceded them.  

Playing “electric” discs recorded with the Westrex system 

Maxfield and Harrison's paper gives us a clear indication of how these discs were 
equalised during recording,  

In the process which is being described in this paper, these limitations [of 
excessive groove modulation and excessive stylus acceleration] have been 
met commercially by having a frequency characteristic of the uniform velocity 
type between the frequencies of 200 and approximately 4000 cycles per 
second. Below 200 it has been necessary to operate at approximately 
constant amplitude with a resulting loss in intensity which loss increases as 
the frequency decreases. Above 4000 it has been necessary to operate at 
approximately constant acceleration with its consequent slight loss in intensity 
at the very high overtones. With a characteristic of this type, a range of 
frequencies from 60 cycles to 6000 can be recorded with reasonable success 
although the very low and very high range are slightly deficient. With a record 
having such a frequency characteristic, the inherent limitations are divided 
between the two ends of the frequency band and where electrical 
reproduction methods are used, it is possible to employ a reproduction system 
whose frequency characteristic compensates for that of the record.  

So, there we have it: When the authors say, “Below 200 it has been necessary to 
operate at approximately constant amplitude with a resulting loss in intensity,” they 
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Chapter 11 
Other record formats 

 

 
 

or a 130-year-old invention, it is not surprising that records have been 
produced in an amazing variety of formats. Commercially available audio discs 
have revolved as slowly as 81/3 RPM and as fast as 100 RPM. Records have 

been made of wax, paper, foil, many types of plastic and even chocolate.1  
 

Grooves have spiralled from the 
inside out, as well as the outside-
in. Modulation has been recorded 
vertically and laterally and both at 
the same time - sometimes in a 
pair of parallel grooves. Record 
sizes have varied from diminutive 
children’s records of 6-inch 
(15cm) diameter to 16-inch 
(41cm) diameter monsters – the 
records for the soundtrack of 
Vitaphone talking-pictures (left).  
 
This chapter is not a catalogue of 
the various formats but offers 
advice on the most common 
formats the collector or archivist 
will come across.  
 

Many unusual records, such as those made from this flexible vinyl (flexirecords) are 
really only variations on a theme and play quite easily on unmodified equipment 
provided they are undamaged. A variation of the flexible vinyl record is the 
transparent version which is stuck onto card to make the "singing postcard". 
Intended as cheap fun, clearly these gimmicks were designed to played by anyone 
with a record-player, so they should present us with few problems playing them 
today. 
 
In addition, there have been many examples of formats created by cross-pollination 
so that there have been coarse-grooved media played with a 0.003” conical stylus 
like shellac records, turning at 331/3 RPM or at 45 RPM as well as examples of 
microgroove records turning at 78 RPM. All these are playable with intelligent 
choices of cartridge, styli and speed.  
 

 
1 Phonographs (gramophones) made by the Stollwerck Chocolate company in Germany at the turn of 

the 20th century, were powered by a tiny clockwork motor made by Junghans. They were designed to 
play 3” diameter records made of chocolate! As a contemporary French magazine opined at the time,  
..when a song no longer pleases, oh well! just …. eat it. 

F 
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Damaged records of any kind are another matter of course and may require real 
ingenuity and expertise. Our advice when faced with broken, unplayable media is to 
seek advice. There are some amazing projects (even products) which may be able 
to reconstruct the audio from the most unpromising of materials. Some of these 
projects are described in the last chapter of this book.  
 
Similarly, if you discover a record which reproduces very badly or one where the 
stylus refuses to stay in the groove or seems to be damaging the material, stop 
immediately and do some more research. Above all, we have a responsibility to look 
after the media in our care.  

 

Pathé and Edison hill-and-dale discs  

Before the turn of the last century, two 
brothers, Emile and Charles Pathé 
owned a successful bistro in Rue 
Fontaine in Paris where they entertained 
their customers with an early Edison 
cylinder phonograph; an innovation 
which proved so beguiling that many of 
their clients asked if they could buy one.  

Eager to seize a business opportunity, 
but unable to source sufficient stock from 

America or to obtain the rights to manufacture under licence, the enterprising 
brothers simply copied the American machine and manufactured it at a local 
engineering firm in Belleville, in the outskirts of Paris. The enterprise was so 
successful that, by the end of the century, their factory in Chatou, west of Paris, 
employed over two hundred workers to meet customer demand.  

Naturally, the healthy sales of players created a tremendous demand for recordings, 
and this is where the story of Les Frères Pathé is interesting to the record collector 
because by the end of the century, the brothers had moved to a new headquarters in 
the Rue de Richelieu which doubled as a recording studio. (They had come a long 
way from a café in Pigalle!) In this studio, situated in one of Baron Hausmann's finest 
boulevards, many famous French and international stars from the nearby Opera 
Garnier were persuaded to record their repertoires so that, by well before the First 
World War, the Pathé catalogue listed 2000 titles.  
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Pathé Discs 
 
By 1908 Pathé had already entered 
the disc market for a couple of years 
and had phased-out all production of 
cylinders. These discs are quaint by 
modern standards. They use 
vertical-modulation hill and dale 
recording (a "hangover" from the 
phonograph) and have a centre 
start, so that playback starts on the 
inside, by the label, and spirals out 
towards the edge of the record. The 
correct rotational speed of these 
records is 90 to 100 RPM - much 
higher than other discs of the period.  
 
The repertoire on these discs is 
wide and interesting because Les 
Frères Pathé had pioneered master-recordings on large, wax cylinders from which 
the commercial media were made. Thus it was just as possible to make pantographs 
(dubs) of their significant archive to disc as it was cylinder.  

After the First World War, Pathé discs reverted to the more normal edge-start; with 
the groove spiralling towards the centre. And the speed was reduced to a more 
conventional 80 RPM. But vertical modulation was steadfastly retained until 1920 
when Pathé introduced lateral-cut records initially for markets outside France. These 
records were labelled as Pathé Actuelle and sold principally in the UK and America. 
In France, vertically-cut discs were produced into the 1930s, several years after the 
assets of the Pathé phonograph company had been sold to the British Columbia 
Gramophone Company in December 1928.2 Even today, Pathé discs are the most 
likely pre-electric records to be discovered in French brocantes.   

Tricky..... 

Despite their historical importance, playing Pathé vertical-modulation discs presents 
several challenges for the record collector.  

• The recorded speed is very fast (90 to 100 RPM) and this normally requires 
special equipment and, in any case, puts great demands on the tracking 
ability of arms and cartridges.3  
 

• Because the modulation is recorded vertically (rather than laterally as on a 
normal 78 RPM record), a stereo cartridge will produce a very noisy signal 
and a specialised mono cartridge will produce nothing but groove noise. Even 

 
2 The British Columbia Gramophone Company was itself to merge (in 1931) with HMV to form Electric 
and Musical Industries Ltd. (EMI). 
 
3 One hundred RPM is only a 28% speed increase over 78 RPM, but accelerations, and thereby the 
forces on the masses involved, are multiplied by 64%. 
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mechanical gramophones need to be extensively modified to play these discs 
so that the diaphragm is parallel with the record surface as opposed to 
perpendicular to it.   

Into the Lab' 

Happily, Stereo Lab has several specialised features for dealing with needle-drops 
from Pathé discs with standard equipment.  
 

• By employing half-speed needle-drops, discs may be replayed at 45 RPM and 
speed-doubled in software. This results in much more accurate tracking with 
much less tendency to jump - something to which Pathé discs are especially 
prone.4  
 

• If Hill & Dale is selected in the Phonograph-regime parameters (in the Phono 
EQ tab of the Preferences), this ensures that all lateral modulation is ignored 
and only the vertical-modulation is passed forward for further processing.  

Pathé discs should be equalised flat (Phonograph EQ-F) or with 78 equalisation 
(Phonograph EQ-D) although sub-sonic rumble may be a problem when the latter is 
applied. (This rumble, when it is present, is due to the Pathé’s mechanical 
pantograph or dubbing process.) Always engage the rumble-filter and needle-scratch 
removal when processing needle-drops of Pathé discs and select crackle-removal. 
Selection of hum-removal (with bass-compensation) is usually a wise precaution too.  

The equipment used for our needle-drops of Pathé discs include a Technics SL-1200 
MkII turning at 45 RPM, fitted with a PHLUX-78 cartridge driving a Groove Sleuth 
preamplifier.5 Half-speed processing is used in Stereo Lab to raise the effective 
rotational speed to 90 RPM.  

 
4 Micrographs of lateral (left) and vertical (right) modulated grooves are given here for interest. It's 

easy to see, from the heavily modulated passage in the centre of the vertically-cut, Pathé disc (right), 
how there is a tendency for the needle to jump from the groove in this type of recording. The 
micrographs are taken with the same magnification in and it is evident that the Pathé groove is wider 
than the standard 78. In fact, it's more of a slot than a groove.  
 

     
 
 
5 http://www.phaedrus-audio.com/cartridge_redirection.htm 
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Chapter 12 
Quadraphonic records 

 
 

orn in the nineteen-seventies, in a world before the VCR and computer 
games, and in a world where LP record sales represented the largest 
proportion of consumer leisure-spending, quadraphonics promised to provide 

a music-hungry public with music from vinyl records over four loudspeakers instead 
of stereo's two.  

In place of stereo's flat "wall of sound", Quadraphonic sound promised an immersive 
experience of music from all around the listener.... and all from the humble LP 
record. 

George Orwell's Animal Farm taught us that two legs were bad, and four legs were 
good. The story of the failure of quadraphonics in an almost parallel Orwellian tale of 
avarice and excess; as a lazy and greedy music-industry squandered this 
unprecedented era of good fortune to prove the same was not true with 
loudspeakers: two it seemed were good, and four were bad!  

What happened?  

In effect, the rapacious labels tried to licence the technology to each other. A 
situation that clearly wasn't viable and resulted in a plethora of rival, and largely 
incompatible systems being developed rather than pay a competitor's licence fees. 
The result of course, was failure for all the systems. And a damning failure too; to the 
extent that "quadraphonic" has now become a byword of nineteen-seventies excess 
and technical sleaze.  

And yet, beneath the marketing veneer and the squalid business dealings, 
Quadraphonic sound was based on some genuine psychophysics and some very 
clever technology. And, as home-cinema proved thirty years later, the public do 
indeed have an appetite for "surround sound". Moreover, many and important 
recordings were made in Quadraphonic and versions of many classic recordings 
were mixed in quad'. Decoding these recordings allows us to revisit old friends. 
 

B 
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Technology 

The challenge of encoding four channels of 
information on the medium of the LP record, which 
had only just been adapted to carry two stereo 
channels was not an inconsequential problem in 1970. 
It was solved in various ways: the two main 
approaches being:  
 

• to modulate a high-frequency carrier upon 
which the rear channels were encoded - as 
used by the Compatible Discrete 4 (CD-4 or 
Quadradisc) system created by JVC and RCA; 
or by the subtler technique of, 

  
• encoding the extra information by utilising 

phase-amplitude matrix techniques - thereby 
"hiding" the extra channels within the normal 
stereo channels.  
 
 

CD-4's high frequency carrier technique was 
borrowed from radio ideas. In theory, it 
provides true 4-channel replay. But the 
practical realisations involved pushing the 
performance-envelope of vinyl records to 
their limits.  

Despite considerable innovation in the development of special styli and 
manufacturing techniques, the records were easily damaged and wore out quickly. 
However, there still exist record-collectors who are fans of the CD-4 so, Pspatial 
Audio’s Stereo Lab supports the decoding of CD-4 needle-drop recordings. The 
development of that technology is given later in the chapter.  

Phase matrix techniques 

CD-4 apart, the other quadraphonic systems were based on phase-amplitude 
matrixing techniques. These systems all derive ultimately from a theory developed 
by mathematician and musician, Peter Scheiber. The easiest way to comprehend the 
ideas behind matrix quadrophony is to consider the manner in which the stylus 
moves in a stereo record groove, as illustrated below.  
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In a mono gramophone (phonograph) record, the music is captured in side to side 
(lateral) modulations of the groove. This is retained in a stereo record, but the extra 
stereo (channel-difference) information is modulated by supplementing the side to 
side "wiggles" of the mono signal with up-and-down (vertical) stylus movements. 
Scheiber and others realised that this process could be continued, with yet more, 
unique movements of the stylus employed to encode other signals, such as those as 
the rear channels of a 4-channel, or quadraphonic recording.  
 
Another way to visualise this is with an audio X-Y display (sometimes called a 
Goniometer), which illustrates the stylus movements but rotates the view so that  
(L + R) information is displayed vertically and (L - R) horizontally. If an audio tone is 
panned from full left to full right, the resulting display on the Goniometer is as shown 
below.  

 

Clearly this panned signal has occupied all the stereo soundstage, yet it has not 
occupied all the "space" displayed on the Goniometer display. In fact, two entire 
quadrants are unused. It is in these quadrants that the extra signals are "hidden" in a 
quadraphonic system. Scheiber and others developed many different systems, all of 
which were based on variations of this theme. Systems based on hiding signals in 
this way are called Regular Matrix systems. The QS quadraphonic system was 
developed by engineer Ryosuke Itoh of Sansui is a phase matrix system, as is EV 
Stereo-4 and Dolby Surround.  
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Other systems, like the SQ system developed by CBS in New York, use even more 
cunning arrangements such that the rear channels are encoded by circular 
movements of the stylus (actually helical, because the circles are unwound as the 
record is turning). This is accomplished by feeding the rear signals through phase-
shifting networks (called Hilbert Transformers) so that all the frequency components 
are in phase-quadrature. The resulting signals are thereby complex. By arranging 
one of the rear signals to create clockwise circular movements, and the other to 
create counter-clockwise movements, perfect separation is achieved between the 
rear channels. The stylus movements associated with various cardinal positions in 
the SQ system are illustrated below. 

If an SQ signal is displayed on an X-Y audio display, the circular modulation is 
clearly visible.  

 

Unfortunately, you only have to think of a crankshaft in a car engine to realise that 
circular movements still have substantial side to-side and up-and-down components 
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and this accounts for the poor separation in the SQ system between front and rear 
channels. All the variations of Quadraphonic matrix systems: QS (Quadraphonic 
Sound)/ RM (Regular Matrix); EV / Stereo-4: DY / Dynaquad; Stereo UHJ and so on, 
all come down to the differing trade-offs made between the perfect separation of the 
various fully complementary stylus movements and the crosstalk caused by similar 
stylus movements.  

Quadraphonic decoding 

The most basic of quadraphonic decoders simply derived the difference signal from 
the left-right signals from the disc and presented these over rear loudspeakers. 

Sometimes these units were completely passive and derived this signal from the 
loudspeaker drive from the amplifier as did the Dynaco Quadadaptor.  

But equipment like this really was baseline. Real decoders worked on the line-level 
signal and included precision matrices and the infamous Hilbert Transformer stages 
to generate the complex signal from the incoming left-right signals. A hardware 
realisation of a Hilbert Transformer is given below. 
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Precision circuits like these are expensive to produce and align and they don’t age 
particularly well because the precision ratios of resistors and capacitors drift with 
time. Hence, in deciding to look at a decoder for the old quadraphonic discs, we 
decided upon a realisation in software. 

Stereo Lab provides accurate 
decoding of SQ and QS recordings 
so that they can be played over a 
modern 5.1 system - as defined in 
ITU-R BS 775 and illustrated 
below (although better results are 

obtained if the angle between the surround loudspeakers is reduced).  

QS recordings 

The Sansui QS system has the second largest discography of quadraphonic 
recordings (after Dolby Surround). It was adopted by ABC, Advent, Bluesway, 
Candide, Command, Decca, Impulse, Longines, MCA, Ovation, Pye, Turnabout and 
Vox record companies. The QS matrix offers the advantage of excellent diagonal 
separation and, though the adjacent speaker separation is only 3dB, this 
symmetrical distribution produces stable quadraphonic images. QS is probably the 
most successful of the simple, phase-matrix systems.  

CBS SQ recordings 

A large quadraphonic discography exists 
encoded in the CBS SQ format which was 
introduced in 1972. This format is in third 
position after Dolby and QS. Many thousands 
of records are still available in this format in 
thrift-store record-bins. Record companies 
who adopted this format included: Angel, 
Capitol, CBS, CTI, Columbia, EMI, Epic, 
Eurodisc, Harvest, HMV, Seraphim, 
Suprophon, and Vanguard.  

The early days of SQ were marred by the fact 
that early SQ decoders couldn't produce more 
than 3 dB of separation from front to back. A 
later enhancement was incorporated which implemented a channel blend in which 
rear-channel separation was traded for better front-back separation. Known as the 
10-40 SQ Blend Decoder, this is the type of decoder implemented in Stereo Lab. 
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Electrovoice EV-4 (Stereo-4) and Dynaquad 

Stereo-4, also known as EV (from Electro-
Voice) or EV-4, was a matrix 4-channel 
quadraphonic sound system developed in 
1970 by the academic Leonard Feldman and 
inventor Jon Fixler. The system was promoted 
and sold by RadioShack stores in the United 
States and was the first commercially available 
quadraphonic system. Quite a few companies 
released albums encoded in this format and it 
has the 5th largest discography of the various 
competing quadraphonic systems (after Dolby 
Surround, QS, SQ and CD-4).  

Around the same time Dynaco changed their 
original quadraphonic system (Dynaco 

Diamond, with the location of the speakers: front, back left-side and right-side) into 
the Dynaquad system, which had the speakers in the corners of the room in common 
with the other quadraphonic systems. Technically very similar to the EV-4 system, a 
few recordings were made in this format.  

The Cinema Surround 4.0 decoder (see below) in Stereo Lab should be used to 
decode recordings in Electrovoice EV-4 (Stereo-4) and Dynaquad format. 

Cinema Surround decoding 

Cinema Surround decoding is included 
within Stereo Lab because most 
soundtrack albums are mixed in Dolby 
Surround - although this is not 
indicated on the CD cover (which 
usually indicates simply stereo). 
Stereo Lab enables you to process 
these files so that your music archive 
may be enjoyed to the maximum 
extent.  

Dolby Surround is essentially a four-
channel audio system encoded or 
matrixed into the standard, two stereo 
channels using a version Peter 
Scheiber's Regular Matrix. In fact, 
Dolby bought the QS patents from 
Sansui to incorporate it into what became Dolby Surround Sound. Dolby added delay 
to the rear channel circuits and incorporated a version of Dolby B noise-reduction on 
the surround signals. 

Stereo Lab Cinema Surround decoding permits Dolby Surround material to be 
decoded onto a modern 5.1 surround-sound system (as defined in ITU-R BS 775). 
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The output may be selected to be separate mono files (useful if you want to re-
encode in DTS for example), or as a multi-channel, 5.1 file.  

How to decode quadraphonic recordings in Stereo Lab 

The input file should be simple, two-channel stereophonic derived from the LP replay 
(or another source). The output may be selected to be separate mono files (useful if 
you want to re-encode in DTS for example), as a group of stereo files encoded:  

• Left, Right  
• Left back/surround; Right back/surround  
• Center, LFE.  

Or the output may be encoded as a multi-channel, 5.1 file. Note that, because these 
signals are Quadraphonic (four-channel), the Center and LFE channels are silent.  
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Chapter 13 
Tweaks and upgrades 

 

 
 

he graph below, derived from the Recording Industry Association of America 
(RIAA) database, reveals that record sales were static throughout the 1970s.  
 

 

Pre-recorded audiocassettes contributed the strongest sales-growth; from nearly 
nothing in 1973 to half the recorded-music sales-volumes a decade later. Cassette 
and CD sales were still neck and neck as late as 1990 by which time record sales 
had collapsed. 
 
Now, it isn't sales volume which drives industrial investment - it's growth. Companies 
invest where they see, or hope to see, growth. And that wasn’t the case for the 
phonograph records, or equipment with which to play them, since the mid-1970s. 
 
The major equipment manufacturers and record companies alike had invested 
heavily in quadraphonic technology in the hope that this would drive the sales growth 
of records, but the plan backfired. This was the last straw for hardware and software 
producers both. From that point, serious investment ended.  

T 
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Thus, records and the technology to record, manufacture and play them are stuck in 
a time-warp somewhere between the death of quadraphonics (say, 1975) and the 
introduction of the digital Compact Disc in 1982. Any development in phonograph 
technology since the mid-seventies is, either due to unstoppable momentum of the 
majors1, or the innovation of small enterprises and lone workers. 
 
Certain of these “innovations” have been denied the scrutiny which the operation of a 
healthy, growing market would have ensured; weeding-out the pointless or valueless 
creations. Furthermore, in the echo-chambers of the Internet, opinions which were 
conjectural in the mid-seventies, have crystallised as inviolable truths. We take a 
critical look at some of these opinions and innovations in this chapter.   

Cables 

The type and quality of the metal used in cables is widely thought to be important in 
audio applications.2 Top-end cable prices are eye-watering and represent a 
significant investment for the vinylista. How much difference is there between a 
cheap cable and a high-end interconnect?  

Conductivity argument 

Silver wire is widely considered pre-eminent for analogue audio applications 
because it is the best conductor of electricity. Silver has a resistivity 7% lower than 
the next best conductor, copper. But, because silver is so rare and expensive, 
copper is the preferred metal for cables and has been since the invention of the 
telegraph in the 1820s. The 
resistivity of the top three noble 
metal conductors is:  

Silver:  1.59 x 10-8 Ω-m 
Copper:  1.72 x 10-8 Ω-m 
Gold:   2.2 x 10-8 Ω-m 

The belief that audio cables, if they 
can't be silver, must be of 
exceptional purity copper is 
widespread. This is justified in the 
case of the presence of other 
elemental metals which only need to 
be dissolved in the copper in very 
low concentrations to affect radically 
its electrical properties.  

 
1 Examples here would be the later versions of the Technics SL-1200. 
 
2 The belief that cables affect sound quality appears to have originated with an article Les Cables de 
Liaison by Jean Hiraga in the French magazine La Nouvelle Revue du Son. This was translated and 
appeared as Can we hear audio connecting wires? in Hi-Fi News, August 1977. 
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For example, if aluminium is present as a solute element in copper at a low 
concentration of 0.2%, the electrical conductivity of the alloy will degrade by 15% 
compared with pure copper.  

The need to reduce the oxygen in the metal is thought to be especially important by 
audiophiles. You will find reference to "oxygen impurities" everywhere on-line. But 
this is a misconception.  

Copper is normally supplied and employed for cables of all types in a dilute alloy 
known as Electrolytic Tough Pitch (ETP) copper, which consists of very high purity 
metal deliberately alloyed with oxygen.  

Initially, the oxygen is introduced to the copper to act as a scavenger for dissolved 
hydrogen and sulphur, which become water and sulphur dioxide in reaction with the 
oxygen and are eliminated during the working of the metal. More generally, the 
elemental impurities in the copper have their most potent effects when they are 
dissolved in the copper matrix. In contrast, harmful effects may be nullified when 
impurities are tied-up as insoluble oxides. The oxygen in the ETP alloy plays this 
useful role and reduces electrical resistance.  

ETP copper is known as C11000 grade and is required to be 99.9% pure with a 
minimum conductivity of 100% according to the empirical International Annealed 
Copper Standard (IACS) measurement (see Appendix 1). ETP copper is near 
universal for electrical applications.  

Oxygen-free 

Two grades of copper (C10200 and C10100) with reduced introduced oxygen are 
available and which cable manufacturers incorporate in their products. These 
reduced oxygen coppers were not developed to offer greater purity. They were 
developed for applications in reducing atmospheres, in which the gases would be 
oxidized by any present oxygen in the metal, and for high-vacuum applications in 
which the oxygen in ETP copper would outgas.  

Neither of the standard grades of oxygen-free copper offer a significant advantage 
over contemporary ETP in terms of electrical conductivity.3  

 

 

 
3 The C10200 - Oxygen-Free (OF) copper standard requires 99.95% purity. It has a 0.001% oxygen 
content but its conductivity rating is no better than the more common ETP grade. C10100 grade 
copper (also known as Oxygen-Free Electronic or OFE copper) is 99.99% pure copper with 0.0005% 
oxygen content. In theory, the conductivity of C10100 grade is specified to be 1% better than ETP; 
although practical ETP coppers nowadays exceeds 100% IACS rating and achieves a conductivity as 
good as OFE. (The IACS standard, see Appendix, dates from 1913 and metal refining and processing 
has significantly improved over the last 100 years.) 
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Chapter 14 
Cylinder phonograph records 

he invention of the cylinder-based phonograph (and of recorded-sound itself) is 
ascribed to Edison in 1877 and generally this is a fair attribution. Although the 
French physicist Charles Cros presented a similar idea to the Academie des 

Sciences in Paris the same year, Cros never made of his idea a practical reality. In 
turning ideas into practical inventions and then promoting and selling them, Edison 
excelled. It is to Edison we owe the word phonograph.  

In this chapter, we give: a brief 
introduction to cylinder records - far 
less familiar to many of us than disc 
records; advice on how best to deal 
with cylinder needle-drop 
recordings; and advice on 
preamplifiers and other equipment 
to obtain needle-drops of cylinder 
records.  

Finally, an appendix concerning the 
handling and care of cylinder 
records is included.  

 

 

Oddly enough, Edison appears to have attached little importance to the phonograph 
at first. However, his competitive instincts led him to return to it ten years later, when 
Emile Berliner obtained patents for several improvements to sound-recording using a 
flat disc as the medium.  

The cylinder phonograph only matured into a series of stable products in the late 
1890s during which a range of spring-powered phonographs was introduced. It is 
curious that, even though the image of clockwork motor wound by a crank-handle is 
iconic of the phonograph, clockwork motors were not introduced until the late 
nineties. Until that time, all sorts of alternative propulsion systems were tried: a 
treadle machine; a machine powered by a water motor; and various electric 
machines driven by Grenet-cell batteries or by "electric light current".  

All these other machines fell by the 
wayside. The public's imagination was 
captured - and commercial success gained 
- with the introduction of the first Spring 
Motor Phonograph (1896) which evolved 

into a machine called the Triumph. Later Edison phonograph machines were: The 

T 
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Home (late 1896); the Standard (1898); and the Gem (1899), the latter an economy 
machine which became very popular.  

Types of cylinder record 

There are three main types of Edison cylinder records: brown wax, moulded wax and 
celluloid.  

Brown wax cylinders are made of a metal soap composed of stearic acid and 
aluminium powder. They originate from 1888 to 1902 and were directly recorded, or 
mechanically duplicated. These cylinder records are fragile and most are considered 
rare.  

Moulded (Gold Moulded) and [black] Amberol cylinders originate in the period from 
1902 to 1912. Once again, these are fabricated from a metal soap but with added 
lamp-black (carbon) which is the ingredient which makes them black like a disc 
record. These discs were mass-produced via moulding process. Gold Moulded 
records play for 2 minutes and Amberol records for 4 minutes. Moulded cylinders are 
as fragile as brown wax cylinders, but they are far more common because 
production volumes were so much greater.  

Blue Amberol ("Everlasting" or 
"Indestructible") cylinders are made with a 
plaster (or sometimes cardboard) core with 
celluloid (in Blue Amberols, nitrocellulose) 
plastic playback surface layer. These 
originate from 1912 to 1929. They were 
mass-produced via a moulding process.  

Not subject to attack by mildew, like the 
"wax" records, Blue Amberols may suffer 
from absorbed moisture into the core 
material which causes the interior to swell 
and distort.  

Other notable record types (by manufacturer) are:  

Pathé and Lioret in Paris. The Pathé brothers produced very many standard 
cylinders and also bespoke 3½" x 4" Salon cylinders. More details of their cylinder 
discs is given below. For a short time between 1903 and 1905, Pathé made the 
largest ever cylinder record called the Céleste which was 5 inches in diameter 
(127mm) and 9 inches (230mm) long.  

Henri Lioret was a clockmaker and inventor and made cylinder records originally for 
talking dolls. His cylinders were unique in their construction, comprising a brass tube 
with spokes covered by a moulded celluloid sleeve carrying the grooves. Highly 
innovative, Lioret was the first to use a durable celluloid (early plastic, like the Blue 
Amberols) for cylinders and was the first to manufacture cylinder records by 
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moulding. As early as the 1890s he was recording and manufacturing several sizes 
of musical cylinders to be played on his clockwork phonographs.  

How it works 

Just like a disc phonograph record, cylinder records 
are a physical memory storage device. Edison’s 
phonograph recorded the modulations as variable 
depressions in the cylindrical medium, a method 
called vertical-modulation or hill-and-dale modulation.  

Berliner chose lateral modulation for his discs in 
which the cutter - and subsequently the stylus - 
“wiggle” from side to side in sympathy with the sound. 
His choice of vertical-modulation was later to become 
a hindrance to Edison and ultimately led to the 
triumph of the disc medium over that of the original 
cylinder as we'll see.  

The standard cylinder size was decided upon by Edison Records, Columbia 
Phonograph, and other companies in the late 1880s. The cylinders are about 4½ 
inches (115mm) long, 2¼ inches (57mm) in diameter. Hollow, with a tapered internal 
dimension, Edison cylinders fit closely onto the tapered machine mandrel1 thereby 
preventing slipping. With the introduction of Edison' mass-produced Gold Moulded 
cylinders in 1902, record and playback speed was standardized at 160 revolutions 
per minute (RPM) of the cylinder. Up until that time various speeds were employed.  

With a standardised groove pitch of 100 lines per inch, these "standard" cylinders 
play for about 2 minutes. Later in 1908, better to compete with disc records which 
played for longer, the groove pitch on the cylinder records was increased to 200 lines 
per inch to play for around 4 minutes. These are the discs which are called 
Amberols. Some phonograph players allow the lead-screw to turn at different speeds 
to accommodate two-minute and four-minute records. These are called combination 
phonographs.  

The principal working parts of the phonograph (apart from the motor) are illustrated 
right.2  Of these be sure to identify: the lead-screw (6, red), tapered mandrel (1, 
yellow) which runs on the main-shaft (6, red), reproducer carriage (14, green), the 
reproducer (15, blue), back rod (4 brown) and its sleeve (34, light-brown), half nut(s) 
(28) and spring (3 light-blue), lift lever (18, purple); and swing arm (11, orange). This 
last part temporarily swings away from supporting the main-shaft so as to provide 
access to the mandrel when loading and un-loading cylinders.  

 
1 Mandrel - a word borrowed directly from the metal worker's lathe where it refers to the shaft to which 
work is fixed while being turned.  

2 A Complete Manual of the Edison Phonograph. Tewksbury, G.E., Ringer, New York, 1897 
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In the Edison machine, the weight of the moving carriage (analogous with the 
tonearm in a disc player) is not supported by the medium, instead it is supported by 
the straight-edge bearing (13, cyan) upon which it runs.  

In operation, the Edison machine more closely resembles the lathe than a disc 
player. The tonearm (or, in this case, the reproducer carriage 14) is not dragged 
across the record via its engagement with the groove as in a disc phonograph: 
during recording and playback, the reproducer (15, blue) is piloted across the disc 
via the carriage driven by the half-nut (28) riding in the threaded lead-screw (6, red).  

Relieved of the necessity to drag the reproducer across its surface via engagement 
with the groove, the groove of cylinder records is very much more shallow and wide 
than the grooves of a disc record. Moreover, the modulation geometry is very 
different to that of a disc record. The playback stylus requires a radius of about 
230µm.  

Edison originally saw the application of the phonograph as a machine to aid 
business: as a means of leaving messages, taking dictation and so forth. A crucial 
part of Edison's proposition was that the wax cylinder phonograph could record as 
well as reproduce; a great advantage (in Edison's mind anyway) over the disc record 
which only allowed for reproduction. Moreover, the relatively soft wax-cylinder 
medium could be "shaved" of its modulation and erased for multiple use and all early 
machines incorporated a knife blade specifically to perform this erase function.  
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Chapter 15 
New avenues 

 
 

 
 

ho could disagree with Ben Bauer1 who wrote the following2 in 1977 right at 
the end of the era of the dominance of the phonograph record? 
 

The evolution of the electromechanical phonograph transducer exhibits a 
consistent and outstanding series of practical and theoretical contributions 
ranging from the development of improved transducer materials to the 
generation of the most advanced theories of surface interactions. The 
objective in each case was to achieve an improved, simpler, more practical, 
more durable product, and constantly to achieve higher fidelity of sound 
reproduction. This remarkable history of product development over six 
decades rivals that of other great industries, such as the automobile or 
airplane.  

 
Bauer makes this point without mentioning something we ought to appreciate. It was 
he who was behind so many of the technical and theoretical improvements!  
 
He went on to say, 
 

We can look forward to further improvements.....The stylus is still too readily  
damaged by mishandling... Too many high-priced arms are not adequately 
damped ...... vertical tracking angles of pickups need better control. Stylus 
resonances at present occurring just beyond audibility could stand some 
attention as they may be contributing to surface noise..... The new generation 
of pickup designers need not suffer from a lack of goals to achieve.  

 
Here we would have to disagree with the last sentence. Bauer was writing a mere 
five years before the introduction of the Compact Disc, co-developed by Philips and 
Sony, which swept the phonograph record into history. In effect, the equipment we 
have for playing records today is the technology of the 1970s. 
 

                                                             
1 Benjamin B. Bauer was born in Odessa, Russia, grew up in Cuba, and came to the United States in 
1930 to study. After his graduate studies, he joined Shure Brothers in Chicago, manufacturers of 
microphones and phonograph pickups and pickup arms. At Shure he was responsible for an amazing 
range of inventions for phonograph equipment and especially the Shure Unidyne directional 
microphone for which he was granted a patent in 1938. Bauer moved to CBS in 1957 where he 
worked on stereo and later quadraphonic sound. In 1973 he received a patent on a quadraphonic 
record, developed for CBS. He also developed a decoder that was patented in 1974. Bauer died in 
1979 just after his retirement from CBS as vice president and general manager of the CBS 
Technology Center in Stamford, Connecticut.  
 
2 The high-fidelity phonograph transducer JAES October/November 1977, volume 25, number 10/11 

W 
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But history does not invalidate the rest of Bauer's comments. There are still 
improvements to be made to the replay of phonograph records and this chapter 
considers some of those avenues of improvement. 

 
Optical replay of records 
 
From the birth of the telephone, switchboard operators were besieged with calls 
asking the time.  
 
The demand eventually became so great that the telephone companies decided that 
a mechanised speaking-clock would be an excellent service they could offer their 
subscribers — and charge for it!  
 
A speaking-clock would require the recorded sound of a voice but clearly could not 
involve a medium like a gramophone (phonograph) record where the reproduction 
involved physical contact. The incessant, repeated playing would wear out the 
medium too rapidly.  

 
The solution was to use 
glass discs onto which the 
waveforms were recorded 
photographically — like the 
soundtrack of a movie film. 
A bright light, shining 
through the discs, was 
intercepted by a photo-cell 
and converted to an audio 
signal. The first British 
speaking-clock mechanism 
using this technique is 
illustrated left.  

 
 

From speaking-clocks to laughing policemen 
 
The idea of adapting this idea to play phonograph (gramophone) discs without any 
physical contact using a reflected light source to sense the groove modulation is 
almost as old as electric recording itself.  
 
For example, in US Patent 1,916,973 (filed 21 May 1929) a Reginald T. Friebus of 
the Columbia Phonograph Company, describes a system in which, ...light is shone 
along the grooves, and the reflection from a groove flank is detected by a (sic.) 
phonocell as a varying amount of light.  
 
It is unlikely that this system provided anything but a very distorted signal, but it 
demonstrates the interest in the technique. And the inventors kept at it — through 
the age of shellac records and into the LP era.  
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Afterword 1  
Some quiet thoughts on noise 

 
 

Falling through the noise floor 
 

he everyday term noise is imprecise, even subjective: the sound of cars 
passing the house after midnight might be considered noise. Scientists and 
engineers have sharpened the term to have a more precise meaning. But 

electronics engineers may still refer to noise when it is due to some human activity - 
for example the electrical disturbances due to an electric motor; or due to natural 
causes - perhaps the electrical disturbances due to thunderstorms. Indeed, we 
referred to noise in exactly this way in discussing interference on the mains 
electricity supply in chapter 13. 
 
Atmospheric interference and that due to human activity isn’t the noise considered 
here. We want to look at noise which is more fundamental and cannot be eliminated. 
As the inimitable electronics teacher, M.G Scroggie put it, 
 

...... even if man were to cease from troubling and the weather were at rest 
there would still be an irreducible barrier of noise, caused by small-scale 
natural phenomena... 1 

 
What are these small-scale natural phenomena and the irreducible barrier they 
impose? The first is thermal-agitation noise; and the second, shot-noise.2 Both these 
forms of noise stem from the atomic nature of matter and electricity. Together they 
may be termed fluctuation noise.3  
 

 
1 Heads, Tails and Noise. Scroggie, M.G, writing as "Cathode Ray" Wireless World, May 1956 
 
2 There may be a third, natural noise which qualifies, according to Scroggie’s definition, as an 
irreducible barrier. It is flicker noise and it was introduced in appendix 3 of chapter eight. The origins 
of flicker-noise remain improperly understood but it appears to be related to imperfections: impurities 
in the vacuum of valves; faults in the crystal lattice of a semiconductor; and so on. Seventy years ago, 
it was believed that these causes could be gradually addressed and flicker-noise could, theoretically 
at least, be eliminated. More recent work has revealed that something very like flicker-noise is present 
in a bewilderingly wide range of natural phenomena; in everything from the light intensity of quasars 
to the flow rate of the Nile over the last 2000 years. One bridge between non-living and living systems 
is the presence of flicker-noise noise in both. So, it may be that, to paraphrase Leonard Cohen, 
“There is a crack, a crack in everything / That's how the flicker-noise gets in.” If that is true, it is of 
interest for everyone from astrophysicists to stock market analysts. Flicker-noise is ignored in this 
section because its effects are confined to low frequencies and it does not affect the argument here. 
See Afterword 2 for more about flicker-noise. 
 
3 Frequency Analysis, Modulation and Noise. Goldman, S. McGraw-Hill (1948). Sometimes you will 
read that fluctuation noise is another term for thermal-agitation noise. Whilst this isn't incorrect, it fails 
to communicate that fluctuation noise is a collective term for both thermal noise and shot-noise - 
Goldman is clear on this definition. A collective term for both these irreducible noise-types is very 
useful. 

T 
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Thermal-agitation noise is due to the ceaseless jostling of electrons in all electrical 
conductors and is known alternatively as Johnson noise.4 Shot-noise is due to the 
electronic nature of current so that any electric current is not completely smooth and 
continuous but is the sum of numerous small pulses caused by the passage of 
discrete electrons. These noise mechanisms - and their real role in setting the lower 
bound of performance of reference phono preamplifiers - are discussed in some 
detail in chapter 8 and particularly in Appendix 2 of that chapter. In this section, we 
want to examine the effect of this noise on what we are able hear. 
 

Statistics 
 
Fundamental, small-scale fluctuation noise is remarkable in that it is completely 
without regularity in its detailed properties. It is consequently called random noise. 
However, it has two, very important, characteristics when viewed statistically. The 
first is that, in all normal circumstances met in the design of practical amplifiers, the 
noise voltages and currents have a Gaussian distribution of instantaneous 
amplitudes.5 
 
The implications of this Gaussian distribution is illustrated below; which is adapted 
from Peter Baxandall's excellent article on noise in transistor circuits.6 From this 
diagram, we can extract the vitally import fact that the instantaneous noise voltage 

lies within ±3 times the RMS voltage for 99.7% of the time (µ ± 3σ).7 

 

 

 
4 Albert Einstein was the first to draw attention directly to a thermally-agitated current in his second 
paper on Brownian motion. (A. Einstein, Ann. Phys. Berlin 1906). But the classic work on electronic 
noise was due to Nyquist and Johnson in two seminal papers published in 1928:  
H. Nyquist, Phys. Rev.32, 110–113 (1928) and J. B. Johnson, Phys. Rev. 32, 95–109 (1928). 
 
5 The exact meaning of a Gaussian distribution is clarified in appendix 1 of chapter 8. 
 
6 Noise in Transistor Circuits. Baxandall, P.J. Wireless World Nov, Dec 1968. 
 
7 Remember that the RMS value is the reading we get when we measure this noise with an RMS 
reading AC voltmeter. Sometimes engineers say that Gaussian noise has a peak-to-peak value 6.6 
times the RMS value. This is because they are taking the (± 4σ) value of amplitudes, true 99.9% of 
the time. 
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Afterword 2  
Valve preamplifiers 

 

LPs and vacuum tubes 
 

he general public had to wait until June 18th 1948 
at press conference in the Waldorf Astoria, New 
York to be introduced to the LP record. But, as 
we saw in chapter 11, the history of the 331

3⁄ RPM 

disc goes back to the days of first talking pictures in 
1926. 
 
The LP record is thus an invention solidly rooted in 
the days of the vacuum tube and, even today, records 
and vacuum tubes (or valves in British English) do 
seem to have a certain affinity; a natural match. Many 
vinylistas and audiophiles swear by valves as the best 
form of audio amplification for their records. 
 
Here we look at some of the deeper issues 
surrounding the design of valve phono preamplifiers 
for needle-drop recordings. 

 

Mechanical origins of valve parameters 
 
The valve is, of course, an electronic device, but its performance depends on the 
mechanical arrangements and geometry of the electrodes. This link between the 
mechanical and the electronic is one of the ongoing fascinations with this technology 
and we shall see that the way valves are constructed makes a difference to their 
suitability as phono preamplifiers. The basic operation of theory of valves is covered 
in many, excellent books and is not repeated here. 
But the way in which the various parameters used 
by valve circuit designers relate to the disposition of 
the electrodes inside the envelope is less well 
known and is the subject of this section. 
 
Let’s take the simple circuit (right) and use it to 
establish two important parameters of a valve. 
Imagine that we have a rather special valve in which 
we can move the grid and the anode relative to the 
fixed cathode. We perform two distinct experiments.  
 
Firstly, we arrange a small, constant, negative 
voltage on the grid terminal with respect to the 
cathode (Vgk) and vary the much greater, positive 
voltage on the anode (Vak) to see how the change 
in voltage at the anode affects the change in the flow 

T 
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of current (Ia) from anode to cathode using the ammeter in the anode circuit. 
Mathematically we can express our findings like this,  
 

(δVak ⁄ δIa)Vgk = constant  
 
This derives the important parameter for a valve known as ra or dynamic anode 
resistance (sometimes called simply, anode resistance) in terms of volts/amp or 
ohms.  
 
We notice that we can affect the value of ra significantly by moving the anode 
relative to the grid and cathode. The further the distance the anode from the 
cathode, the less the effect of the electric field of the former upon the latter and the 
less the change in current Ia for a given change in anode voltage Vak. 
  
We say, the further the anode is from the cathode, the higher the measured value of 
ra.  
 
We also notice that altering the distance of the grid from the cathode (which is, in 
any case, a much smaller distance than the distance of the anode from the cathode) 
has little effect upon ra.  
 
Now we perform a second experiment in which we hold Vak constant and vary Vgk, 
to see how that affects the change in anode current. We can write our finding like 
this,  
  (δIa ⁄ δVgk)Vak = constant  
 
This experiment reveals the transconductance or mutual conductance of the valve, 
expressed as gm in amps/volt (or, more often milliamps per volt, mA/V).  
 
We experiment with the anode position and notice that it makes little difference to the 
transconductance of the valve. However, moving the grid relative to the cathode - 
even by a tiny amount - has a great effect in the change of anode current for a given 
change in grid voltage.  
 
To summarise our experiments, we have discovered that:  
 

• Moving the anode relative to the cathode and grid has a significant effect on 
ra, but has little effect on gm.  
 

• Moving the grid relative to the cathode has a strong effect on gm but has little 
effect on ra.  

 
The geometry of the grid 
 
Now we modify our rather special experimental valve so that we close-up the spiral 
of wire which forms the grid so that the turns of wire are closer together. We do this 
without changing its distance to the cathode or to the anode and we repeat the same 
two experiments we performed before.  
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Afterword 3 
Mechanical noise 

 
How to minimise its effect on needle-drop recordings 
 

As any brief needle-drop recording will adequately reveal, noise of a mechanical 
origin establishes the signal to noise ratio of the reproduction from records at low 
frequencies. Look at the spectrogram below. 
 

     
 
The rear trace is a Fourier analysis of the digitised noise signal from a silent record 
groove turning at 331/3 RPM on a good-quality turntable.1 The noise is nearly 36dB 
(that’s sixty times!) the level of the electrical noise when the tonearm is parked 
(forward trace). We shall see that there are three, distinct origins of this mechanical 
noise: 
 

• Vibration due to the drive motor and associated torque-transmission 
components, as well as friction noise in the main spindle-bearing. 
 

• Rumble embedded in the records themselves due to similar mechanical 
considerations in the recording lathe; and 

 
1 The deck under consideration here was our standard laboratory Technics SL-1200 Mk. II direct-drive 
turntable. A Phædrus Audio PHLUX-II active cartridge fed a Groove Sleuth Mk. II non-equalising 
preamplifier (see chapter 8) which, in turn, fed a high-quality A to D which sampled the audio at 
96ksps. RIAA equalisation was performed in software (with no low-frequency limit). The audio was 
filtered to a bandwidth of 500Hz. 
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• Noise due to the undamped resonant motion of the tonearm. 
 
Only the first of these has traditionally been defined as rumble. That is why we 
named this chapter mechanical noise and not rumble because the sources of the 
mechanical disturbances which are transduced into unwanted, low-frequency 
electrical signals when we record a needle-drop are more numerous and more 
complex than the traditional definition of rumble has allowed. 
 
We will trace the history of rumble measurement and indicate how the various 
standards and specifications may be interpreted. We’ll offer some advice as to the 
best technologies to choose to ensure mechanical noise is kept to a minimum during 
the needle-drop. We will also look at signal-processing to reduce rumble imprinted 
on the records themselves. Finally, we will look at how tonearm performance affects 
the picture. 
 

Rumble 
 
Rumble is the term used to describe unwanted electrical signals due to the 
accumulation of: vibration as a result of dynamic imbalance in the drive motor; 
mechanical displacement in the motor bearings; friction noise in the main spindle-
bearing due to imperfections in the bearing surfaces; and vibration in any associated 
torque-transmission components. 
 
In the case of an idler-driven or rim-drive turntable, torque-transmission noise 
derives from the motor rotor and spindle together with the capstan/idler wheel as it 
runs on the inner rim of the turntable platter. In a belt driven turntable, noise is due to 
the imperfections in the finish of the main spindle-bearing as well as the sleeve 
bearing moment due to belt-pull. In both these types, we can’t entirely escape the 
inevitable vibration of the small AC motor – which, with a limited number of poles, 
must necessarily turn much faster than the record itself.  
 
In a direct-drive turntable, there is no torque-transmission mechanism because the 
turntable platter itself is the rotor of the electric motor and turns at the speed of the 
record. There is thus no vibration due to parts which rotate faster than the platter. 
Mechanical noises of the direct-drive turntable are largely restricted to the rumble of 
the main spindle bearing and to torsional reaction to the discontinuous drive. The 
latter must be supressed in the inertia of the platter and the turntable support so that 
this vibration is prevented from reaching the tonearm. 
 
Rotational energy, and how to calculate it, is covered in Appendix 2. 
 
Today, rumble specifications for turntables are rare. Many manufacturers refrain 
from specifying the rumble performance of their products at all, and most consumer 
reviews fail to measure it. Ironically, we shall see that, the measurement methods 
invented better to serve the customer ultimately sowed the seeds of mistrust in their 
minds. 
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Rumble standards 
 
The first codified turntable measurement standard for stereo equipment was 
developed by the American National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) for 
broadcast record reproduction equipment in 1964.2 
 
Engineers the other side of the Atlantic Ocean were no less busy. The most 
influential, the German standards organisation, the Deutsches Institut für Normung, 
produced their own standard (DIN 45-539) which was heavily influenced by earlier 
work by the NAB; although, the German standard was rather more concerned with 
domestic equipment. Both standards - slightly modified - were later incorporated in 
the international IEC standard (IEC 98 1987)3 for turntable performance.  
 
Both the American NAB and the European DIN standard have a common ancestor4 
in the NARTB turntable standard of 19535 where it states, 
 

It shall be a good engineering practice that the low frequency noise output of 
a turntable, its associated pickup and equalizer, when playing an essentially 
rumble-free silent groove shall be more than 35 dB below a reference level of 
1.4 centimetres per second peak velocity at 100 cycles per second......   
 
…. The response of the pickup and equalizer shall conform to the … standard 
reproducing curve; the amplifier and indicating meter shall have a uniform 
response, within ±1dB, between 10 and 200 cycles per second, with 500 cycle 
response 3dB below the 100-cycle response, an attenuation rate of at least 
12dB per octave at frequencies above 500 cycles. Amplifier and indicating 
meter response shall decrease at the rate of at least 6 dB per octave below 
10 cycles per second. The meter used shall have the same ballistic 
characteristics as the standard VU meter6, if the meter reading fluctuates, 
both average and maximum values shall conform to this requirement.  

 
2 NAB Audio Recording and Reproducing Standards for Disc Recording and Reproducing. Feb. 1964 
 
3 Nowadays properly referred to as IEC 60098:2020 Analogue audio disk records and reproducing 
equipment. Available at: https://webstore.iec.ch/.  

  
4 A paper describing the evolution of the German, DIN 45-539 standard which eventually became 
enshrined in IEC 98 standard is available as Considerations in the Measurement of Rumble by Peter 
Burkowitz of Carl Llndstrom Gesellschaft m.b.H. It was presented at the 14th annual meeting of the 
AES, Oct. 15 - Oct. 19, 1962. Burkowitz is explicit in the DIN standard deriving from the 1953 NARTB 
standard. 
 
5 NARTB Audio Recording and Reproducing Standards. June 1953. The NAB was called the National 
Association of Radio and Television Broadcasters (NARTB) for a brief time in the 1950s before 
reverting to NAB.  
 
6 Later codified in ASA Standard C16.5 -1961. The sub-bass response of a standard VU meter is 
often not exceptional – the VU standard specifies that the frequency response of the meter must not 
vary more than 0.5dB over the range 31.5Hz to 16kHz: no very low-frequency specification is given. 
Given that rumble is dominated by very low frequencies, this creates some ambiguity in the NAB 
technique.  
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This standard dates from the pre-stereo era. The NAB updated it to allow for 
stereophonic discs in 19647 in which it states, 
 

.... [Rumble] shall be standard that for a stereophonic reproducing system, the 
low frequency noise voltage in each channel generated by the turntable, its 
associated pickup and equalizer, or equalized preamplifier when playing an 
essentially rumble-free silent groove shall be at least 35 dB below a reference 
level of 1 centimetre per second peak velocity at 100 cps in the plane of 
modulation.  
 

The stereo (1964) standard is equivalent to the 1953 mono standard except that 
each channel is measured against a reference which – by simple physical 
considerations8 – is 3dB below the lateral, sum (mono) signal.9  
 

Arm waving 
 
The 1964 NAB standard does make two further, important points. To quote directly, 
 

It should be recognized that in making these measurements, the arm 
resonance should fall outside of the prescribed passband or be sufficiently 
damped so as to not affect the results.  

 
We saw in chapter three that a great deal of low-frequency disturbance in 
reproduction from records is due to the excitation of the resonance formed by the 
effective mass of the tonearm and the compliance of the stylus mounting. This 
resonance causes the tonearm to weave and bounce at its resonant frequency. 
There is very clear evidence of this in the spectrogram given earlier in which the 
peak around 9Hz is due to this resonance. 
 
The NAB committee’s opinion was that this disturbance – although clearly a low-
frequency noise of mechanical origin derived whilst playing records – was not to be 
considered as rumble and this distinction has stuck. Their decision to exclude 
tonearm resonance from rumble measurement has reverberated through the years 
as we shall see.  
 

Measure the rumble: hear the DIN! 
 
The second point made in the text of the NAB standard anticipated the other criticism 
it has received over the years. It says, 
 

 
7 NAB Audio Recording and Reproducing Standards for Disc Recording and Reproducing. Feb. 1964. 
Op. cit. 
 
8 If you imagine the two channels sounding together in a mono disc (with groove walls at right angles 
to one another), then, by Pythagoras, we know that the peak lateral velocity due to the two groove 
walls being modulated at 1cm/sec will be √(12 + 12) = 1.4 cm/s 
 
9 The response of the pickup, equalizer and meter are similar to the 1953 standard except that, by 
1964, NAB had adopted recording equalisation equivalent to RIAA whereas they specify NARTB in 
the earlier standard. 
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